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i 
stepped into the role of aips president on 

october 1, 2017, with excitement and confi-

dence. my confidence stems from the fact 

that kamran asdar ali and his predecessor 

mark kenoyer and members of the executive 

committee and the Board of trustees have 

worked hard to provide a stable foundation 

for aips. and my excitement comes from 

the role played by aips in nurturing paki-

stan studies in the us and an increasingly 

important role it plays in fostering academic 

linkages between the higher education com-

munities in pakistan and the united states. 

we have worked hard to create a stable financial and ad-

ministrative structure for aips. in the past several years we grew 

our reserve funds, developed transparent procedures for making 

decisions and expanded the network of universities and scholars 

in pakistan and the us taking advantage of opportunities offered 

by aips. the good news is that after two years of persistence and 

intensive negotiations by nadeem akbar, the aips director in the 

islamabad office, the federal cabinet of the government of pakistan 

approved the signing of a memorandum of understanding (mou) 

between the ministry of inter-provincial coordination & the ameri-

can institute of pakistan studies. this mou will ensure the status of 

aips as a bi-national institution with support from us and pakistani 

governments. under the able leadership of past presidents of aips, 

we have expanded our funding sources, most importantly from the 

public affairs section of the us embassy in pakistan; it is also the 

case that the treacherous political terrains challenge the stability of 

our funding sources. we are well aware of the fact that budget cuts 

in the us or the political situation in pakistan can swallow funds we 

rely on to run the organization. Given that reality, i am committed 

to growing our reserves to ensure that we can run the essential 

functions of the organization for at least one year.  

the fiscal and administrative stability of aips is essential for 

our central mission of investing in scholarship and here we should 

all be very proud of the work of this organization. we will be host-

ing a Junior scholars’ conference at the south asia conference 

in october 2018 to showcase the research in the field of pakistan 

studies. the last two conferences have been instrumental in cre-

ating a nation-wide dialogue between junior and senior scholars. 

there have been significant outcomes of the past conferences, 

including multiple projects started, mentorships forged, articles 

written, and dissertations revised, edited and completed that have 

sprung from this intensive one-day conference.

in the last few years, aips has worked diligently towards 

strengthening higher education in pakistan by conducting work-
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After two years of persistence and 
intensive negotiations by Nadeem Akbar, 
the AIPS Director in the Islamabad office, 
the federal cabinet of the government 
of Pakistan approved the signing of a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) 
between the Ministry of Inter-Provincial 
Coordination and AIPS.



7th Annual University of Michigan
Pakistan Conference—Gender and Sexuality

t
he 7th annual university of michi-

gan pakistan conference was held 

on april 7th, 2017. organized by the 

pakistani students' association (psa) in 

association with center for south asian 

studies (csas), the  university of michigan 

pakistan conference is an initiative aimed 

at highlighting new and exciting work on 

pakistan, and facilitating and fostering 

conversations between artists, activists, and 

academics. the theme of the 2017 univer-

sity of michigan pakistan conference was 

gender and sexuality. Gender is ubiquitous, 

and yet it is either taken as the sole purview 

of a niche—that of feminist scholars—or, 

simply “tacked on” as an afterthought. this 

conference highlighted the work that seeks 

to understand the role of gender in shap-

ing, experiencing, and negotiating various 

aspects of everyday life. 

after brief opening remarks by pro-

fessor farina mir and salman a. Hussain, 

the conference started with a panel on 

“masculinities in everyday life.” chaired by 

professor mrinalini sinha, this panel included 

papers by professor nida kirmani of the 

lahore university of management sciences, 

pakistan, and dr. omar kasmani of the freie 

universitat, Berlin, Germany. in her paper, 

“Gender, mobility and urban Violence: the 

View from lyari,” kirmani discussed Baloch 

men’s experience of traversing everyday life 

and gendered discourses of fear in karachi 

in an environment of state and non-state 

violence. kasmani’s paper, “neither. nor. 

trans: notes on dispensable masculinities 

and the promise of thirdness,” addressed 

how the question of non-normative gender 

identities is in flux, and how the state, media 

and community are involved in the project 

of naming such identities. 

the second panel entitled “Gender in 

public and online spaces” was chaired by 

professor aswin punathambekar. fizzah 

sajjad’s paper “Gender equity in transport 

planning” discussed the issues of pakistani 

urban women in navigating public transpor-

tation, whereas Zehra Hasmi’s paper, “Bio-

metric Belonging: infrastructures of security 

and identity in urban pakistan,” addressed 

the entanglements of the state security 

apparatus and the digitization and (re-)

definition of kinship and ethnic identities in 

post 9/11 pakistan.  

after lunch, in the panel chaired by 

professor farina mir on “Gendered selves 

in the islamic revival,” the conversation 

turned towards gendered movements of 

islamic revival in pakistan. professor faiza 

mushtaq, institute of Business administra-

tion, karachi, discussed the organizational 

process and self-definition of a women’s 

religious organization in her paper, “orga-

nizational routines and religious com-

mitments: the innovative traditionalism of 

al-Huda.” paired with this paper was union 

college’s professor arsalan khan’s paper, 

“pious masculinity: Gender, ritual and 

ethical reflexivity in the tablighi Jamaat in 

pakistan” which theorized the enactment 

of a specific sort of masculinity amongst 

the men of tablighi Jamaat.   

the last panel was on “public art: writ-

ing on the wall.” professor osman khan 

chaired the panel in which nida mushtaq 

and shilo suleman of the fearless col-

lective presented their work on murals in 

urban pakistan painted in collaboration 

with local residents. the fearless collec-

tive also showed their short films about 

community and transgendered people in 

pakistan. their art was also displayed in the 

conference area and the hallway.  

in sum, the conference presented 

works on the gendered experience of mov-

ing through spaces, transit, roads, shrines, 

and religious gatherings, to name a few, 

and how these spaces and encounters are 

shot through with power relations that are 

shaped, mediated, and regulated through 

notions of masculinity and femininity. these 

presentations generated questions about 

how gender ideologies work their way 

through state programs, and about notions 

prevalent in society at large, and how these 

notions are both contested, negotiated, 

manipulated, and actively (re)produced by 

individuals and groups in various situa-

tions. professor anjali arondekar from the 

university of california, santa cruz led this 

lively open discussion with the audience, 

and addressed the state of the field of 

pakistan studies as well as Gender and 

sexuality studies. n
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By Janelle Fosler
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Scholars at the Intersection of South Asian 
and African Studies Colloquium

t
he scholars at the intersection of 

south asian and africana studies 

(sisaas) colloquium convened on 

saturday, april 8th, 2017 at Howard univer-

sity in washington, d.c. the date and loca-

tion of the first sisaas colloquium were 

altogether apropos.  sisaas participants 

had the remarkable opportunity to honor 

the renowned dr. Joseph e. Harris, professor 

emeritus of History at Howard university, 

whose visionary 1979 conference at Howard, 

“Global dimensions of the african diaspora” 

and pioneering work on the african dias-

pora in asia, blazed a trail that has led the 

way for scholars for nearly four decades.

the sisaas colloquium was co-spon-

sored by aips. other co-sponsors were the 

american institute of indian studies, ameri-

can institute of sri lanka studies, university 

of wisconsin center for south asia, uni-

versity of chicago committee on southern 

asian studies, mid-atlantic consortium—

center for academic excellence, syracuse 

university south asia center, university of 

washington south asia center, columbia 

university south asia institute, university of 

texas south asia institute, cornell univer-

sity south asia program, and the south 

asia summer language institute. critical 

logistical support was provided by professor 

arlene maclin of Howard university.

the panelists offered their insights at 

considerable depth individually, and great 

breadth collectively, engaging one another 

and sisaas attendees in lively, thought-

provoking discussions that continued 

between intermissions and sowed seeds 

for future flowering. at the start of the 

colloquium, keynote speaker dr. sheila 

s. walker, executive director of afrodias-

pora, inc., encouraged the next generation 

of scholars to pay close attention to the 

connections linking the african diaspora in 

both the indian ocean and atlantic worlds.

Here are some of the themes addressed:

n language training and research 

opportunities

n roots and routes: labor and migration 

in the indian and atlantic ocean worlds

n cultures in circulation: music, religion, 

and film in diasporic contexts

in this dynamic environment of intellec-

tual cross-fertilization, panelists and partici-

pants surveyed the contours of the intersec-

tions of african and south asian histories, 

cultures, religions and political economies. 

from the popularity of blackface minstrel 

shows in 19th century india to the echoes 

of ragas in the music of John coltrane, to 

Bollywood in africa; from theorization on 

the workings of plantation systems in terms 

of “caribbeanity” to explorations of worship 

of the Hindu goddess kali in the caribbean; 

from literary representations of african-

ness as Goan-ness to the examination of 

the concepts of race, color and identity in 

south asia; from the deprecation of african 

heritage in arabia to the social and political 

ascension of elite africans in india, each pre-

sentation raised intellectually provocative 

points that will inspire academic inquiry and 

investigation for years to come. n —Jazmin 
Graves (excerpt courtesy of AIIS)
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Mountstuart Elphinstone 
International Conference II

a
ips has contributed in substantial  

   ways to the success of two interna- 

     tional conferences organized 

around the figure of mountstuart elphin-

stone (1759-1859), widely recognized for 

his administrative work in and scholarly 

writing about British india.  

elphinstone is renowned for his tenure 

as Governor of Bombay (1819-27) and his 

History of india 

(1841), but he 

also holds a 

very significant 

role as the first 

British indian 

emissary to the 

kingdom of 

kabul (1808-10). 

dr. shah mah-

moud Hanifi, 

professor of 

History at James 

madison univer-

sity, designed 

the elphinstone 

project to unify 

the study of 

these two artifi-

cially separated 

fields of colonial activity and influence in 

afghanistan on the one hand and British 

india on the other.  

the first elphinstone conference was 

at soas and the British library in london 

in 2015, and primarily involved scholars 

from the us and the uk. aips supported 

the presence of dr. robert nichols at the 

london conference, which could not have 

happened were it not for the tremendous 

assistance of another long-term aips 

contributor/beneficiary now at soas, 

dr. James caron. oxford university press 

will publish the book resulting from the 

london conference July 2018 (https://

global.oup.com/academic/product/

mountstuart-elphinstone-in-south-asia-

9780190914400?cc=us&lang=en&).

a second elphinstone conference was in 

mumbai in april 2017 (https://sites.jmu.edu/

elphinstone/), and it also benefitted tre-

mendously from aips support. the second 

conference was designed to bring scholars 

from throughout south asia together to 

consider shared colonial histories and dis-

tinct national trajectories in the post-colo-

nial era. the mumbai conference involved 

participants from afghanistan, pakistan, 

india, nepal, Bangladesh, sri lanka, and 

the us.  

the four participants from pakistan are 

all based at the university of peshawar. this 

city is of particular significance because 

elphinstone’s mission to the afghan court 

never made it to kabul. instead, peshawar 

was the site of this mission's foundational 

diplomatic transactions. this fact carried 

significant consequences for the kabul 

kingdom and peshawar (the latter was, 

subsequently, detached from the polity 

that became afghanistan).

the four participants from the uni-

versity of peshawar were drs. shahida 

aman, asfandyar durrani, noreen naseer, 

and syed sami 

raza. these 

participants' 

biographies, 

paper titles, and 

abstracts are on 

the conference 

website: http://

sites.jmu.edu/

elphinstone/par-

ticipants/. 

as visas for 

travel to india 

for the confer-

ence were not 

forthcoming, dr. 

raza arranged 

for delivering 

the papers in a 

public lecture 

setting at the university of peshawar. 

Video recordings of these presentations 

were presented, in absentia, to the confer-

ence in mumbai. there is a plan to publish, 

in 2019, the revised papers from the sec-

ond conference.  

aips support has been vital to the suc-

cess of the elphinstone project conference 

and publication series thus far.  drs. Hanifi 

and raza are in communication about a 

third gathering at the university of pesha-

war in 2020, so there are prospects for 

continuing collaboration between aips, 

other members of the caorc family, and 

additional co-sponsors through the elphin-

stone project’s broad framework of trans-

national scholarship involving afghanistan. 

n — By Shah Mahmoud Hanifi

Dr. Shah Mahmoud Hanifi, 
Professor of History at 
James Madison University, 
designed the elphinstone 
Project to unify the study 
of these two artificially 
separated fields of colonial 
activity and influence in 
Afghanistan on the one 
hand and British India on 
the other.  
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t
he two-day workshop “locality, 

Genre, and muslim Belonging in 

south asia” held on september 15-16, 

2017 at wake forest university brought 

together scholars of diverse disciplinary 

and academic backgrounds into conver-

sation to mark the 70th anniversary of 

independence, partition and establishment 

of india and pakistan as nation-states. 

the theme of the workshop aimed to 

revisit the issue of muslim identity beyond 

community and nation as a dominant 

paradigm. this thematic concern shaped 

the organization of the two-day workshop 

around the locus of locality, genre and 

muslim belonging over the other dominant 

identity politics narratives.

the first panel probed the transition 

from mughal imperial center to small cen-

ter of cultural preservation that survived 

even under British colonialism. these 

included razak khan’s (Georg-august-

universität Göttingen) paper on princely 

cities like rampur whereas m. raisur rah-

man (wake forest university) examined 

qasbahs like amroha in rohilkhand region. 

these places became not just the center 

of preservation but also transformation of 

knowledge as manifested in literary pro-

ductions by local intellectuals and cultural 

figures. nathan tabor´s (western michigan 

Locality, Genre, and 
Muslim Belonging in South Asia
Wake Forest University

university) paper highlighted cultural his-

tory as manifested in rich poetry preserva-

tion and performance tradition of mushai-

ras that are still popular in contemporary 

muzaffarnagar in uttar pradesh.

the next panel turned to institutions 

and individuals who helped in the institu-

tionalization of local knowledge. this in-

cluded the famous khuda Bhaksh library in 

patna established by khuda Bakhsh khan 

and the project of cataloging knowledge 

that david Boyk (northwestern university) 

analyzed and andrew amstutz’s (univer-

sity of wisconsin-madison) study of the 

translation bureau of anjuman-i taraqqi-

yi urdu of maulvi abdul Haq that led to 

multi- lingual histories and literary work 

in aurangabad. ali altaf mian (seattle 

university) turned to local khanqah of 

ashraf alī  thānvī  to explore the dynamics 

involved in the preservation and transfor-

mation of knowledge in a sufi shrine at 

thana Bhawan.

the next day was devoted to explor-

ing the transition from colonial to post-

colonial context and the changing archives 

and meanings of the local. a study of 

local milieu and sensibilities is incomplete 

without an exploration of multiple archives 

contained in the local. this panel included 

a discussion by sufia uddin (connecticut 

college) of the oral narrative traditions of 

the wild forest given meaning as sundar-

bans with the local saintly figures across 

the boundaries of india and Bangladesh/

east pakistan. these narratives are shared 

and circulated even when the land and its 

inhabitants are now divided by national 

and religious boundaries. sandria freitag’s 

(north carolina state university) paper 

explored how the shared popular culture 

also shaped rich visual poster archives 

revealing both the sacred and the secular 

landscape of delhi and lucknow. finally, 

afsar mohammed´s (university of pennsyl-

vania) paper highlighted how local memory 

is recovered and narrated through literary 

works to imagine and rehabilitate a local 

past lost in the aftermath of the takeover of 

Hyderabad state by the indian union. 

the theme of disruption but also con-

tinuity was explored in the paper by am-

ber abbas (st. Joseph’s university) who 

looked at the memories of the students 

at aligarh who despite being divided by 

the border between india and pakistan, 

are united in shared memories and cel-

ebrations. However, local memories and 

histories are always informed by larger 

social processes and this was the sub-

ject explored by david Gilmartin (north 

carolina state university) in his explora-
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s
eptember 29, 2017, american institute of pakistan studies sponsored 

a workshop on “writing a research proposal.” fifteen junior faculty 

members from women’s universities in khyber pakhtunkhwa attended. 

most of the women were working on their doctorates in professions rang-

ing from education to mathematics. they worked together over two days on 

schemes adapted from past workshops by current and former aips trustees. 

the workshop included presentations that were both informative and interac-

tive. participants wrote on-the-spot responses to a range of queries. what topic 

would you like to research? How does the topic capture what you are curious 

about? How does your topic fit into current events? How does your topic relate 

to critical thinking (analysis)? How does your topic connect to classical writers 

in your discipline? How does the topic engage you? what things come to mind 

when thinking about a specific topic? 

after everyone finished writing their interactive responses, the workshop 

leader collected them. the workshop leader then sorted and built these materials 

into follow-up presentations. these presentations framed the process of conceptu-

alizing research by incorporating the participants’ materials. later in the workshop, 

presentations involved everyone through group-thinking exercises. the presenta-

tions identified variables and involved participants correcting bad research hypoth-

eses. the exercise integrated participants into the workshop by allowing them to 

see their ideas on screen and hear their ideas discussed by others. it made the 

workshop a team experience. following the workshop’s conclusion, all the partici-

pants got access to its presentation materials for future reference. n

Writing a Research 
Proposal Workshop
By Julie Flowerday

tion of law and formation of local politics 

in pakistan. the entanglement of larger 

politics into local issues was also explored 

by neil deVotta (wake forest university) 

in his paper on the locality of aluthgama 

as a microcosm of islamophobia zeitgeist 

in sri lanka. 

each panel was organized to explore 

various dimensions of locality, genre, 

and muslim belonging in south asia. a 

separate panel consisted of wake for-

est undergraduate students sharing their 

research papers as they pertained to 

locality and genres in south asian and 

world history. the role of discussants on 

commenting upon each paper and provid-

ing feedback for further discussion and 

revision of papers must be acknowledged. 

discussants included Bruce B. lawrence 

(duke university), Hank kennedy (wake 

forest university), matthew a. cook 

(north carolina central university), and 

razak khan. the event concluded with 

a roundtable discussion on the theme 

moderated by m. raisur rahman. the two-

day workshop brought together scholars 

working on the history of muslims in south 

asia to reflect on the shared histories 

and persistence of the local at a time of 

bellicose nationalism and communalism in 

south asia. n

the workshop was held at reynolda 
House Museum of American Art in
winston-Salem, North Carolina.
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t
his ten-day workshop on "folk culture and Heritage 

management" was (co)sponsored by aips and held at the 

national institute of folk and traditional Heritage at lok 

Virsa in islamabad, pakistan. this was a first of its kind event, 

which ran every day from december 18th through december 28th 

2017. aips trustee frank korom (Boston university) developed 

the syllabus and delivered a two-hour lecture each morning, 

which was followed by guest speakers consisting of local experts 

in pakistan along with discussion and group project planning in 

the afternoons.

the participants came from a wide variety of backgrounds. 

some were ph.d. candidates, while others were early career 

specialists coming out of humanities and social sciences. these 

participants represented all of the distinct ethnolinguistic commu-

nities in the country, which allowed for opportunities to discuss 

about diversity issues.

the readings for the course were quite intensive however the 

participants came prepared each day. they broke up into seven 

smaller groups to design small research projects ranging from 

video presentations to puppet shows, which they presented to 

the entire group on the final day. after a brief field trip to rawal-

pindi to visit ethnic heritage sites, the seminar concluded in the 

evening with an award ceremony attended by cultural representa-

tives from the us embassy and Vips from the local academic and 

artistic communities.

overall, the seminar was a great success. it was streamed live, 

so that others who were not in attendance could observe from 

anywhere in the country or the world. the seminar also received 

significant local media coverage in both english and urdu, and 

some articles have come out in the days following the conclusion.

the seminar also received lots of local media coverage in both 

english and urdu, and some articles have come out in the days 

following the conclusion.

English: https://dailytimes.com.pk/175972/exploring-culture-

garrison-town/

Urdu: https://lafzuna.com/current-affairs/s-4523/

participants have also voiced their desire to follow-up on the 

seminar by either organizing their own workshops back home or 

replicating the syllabus at other institutions of higher learning in 

their home provinces. in one case, a representative from the sindh 

Board of antiquities expressed a desire to organize a follow-up 

seminar in karachi, while and art historian from lahore suggested 

organizing something similar at lums. n

Folk Culture and Heritage 
Management Workshop
By Frank Korom



a
ips was very pleased to work with  

   aips affiliated scholars to enact so  

     many exchanges for the aips junior 

faculty mentoring program. this program 

either brought junior faculty members from 

pakistan to the us to be mentored at aips 

affiliated institutions or sent us faculty 

members to pakistan to work with and men-

tor junior faculty members in-country. we 

funded nine such exchanges in the past year. 

this program was funded by the us em-

bassy in pakistan, us department of state.

1. Professor Jonathan Mark Kenoyer (aips 

trustee) mentored professor Qasid mallah 

from shah abdul latif university at the 

university of wisconsin-madison from 

september 15–30, 2017. they processed 

and analyzed materials excavated by 

professor mallah at lakhanjodaro in the 

summer of 2017. while at uw-madison, 

professor mallah also gave an archaeology 

Brown Bag lecture on “the indus civiliza-

tion: new insights from lakhanjodaro, 

sindh” on september 22, 2017.

2. Professor Yasmin Saikia (aips trustee) 

mentored professor aasim sajjad akhtar 

from Quaid-i-azam university at arizona 

state university (asu) from september 

21–30, 2017. professor sajjad delivered a 

public talk on current politics and chal-

lenges to peace in pakistan at the center 

for the study of religion and conflict on 

september 27, 2017. the talk drew an audi-

ence of 75-100 people. Besides the talk, 

professor sajjad engaged with six pakistani 

scholars from punjab university and punjab 

Higher education commission who were 

in-residence at asu. professor sajjad also 

visited professor chad Haines’s undergradu-

ate class, islam in the modern world, as a 

guest lecturer on september 28, 2017. 

3. Professor Chad Haines (aips member) 

mentored visiting scholar alia amirali from 

Quaid-i-azam university at arizona state 

university (asu) from september 21–30, 

2017. ms. amirali worked closely with asu 

faculty in gender studies and with visiting

AIPS Faculty 
Mentoring Program
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scholars from the university of punjab, 

lahore (in-residence at asu through a us 

department of state university partner-

ship program). ms. amirali’s interactions 

with asu faculty in gender studies helped 

advance their knowledge base and ability 

to mentor and partner with visiting scholars 

from the university of punjab. aside from 

mentoring, she also participated in a round-

table with experts on pakistan at asu. 

4. Professor Muhammad Qasim Zaman 

mentored ms. tabinda m. khan, postdoc-

toral fellow from the Gurmani center for 

languages and literature, lahore univer-

sity of management sciences (lums) at 

princeton university from september 19–29, 

2017. while at princeton, ms. khan received 

advice and guidance on how to edit her 

book manuscript Liberalism That Works: 

Justifying women’s rights to Islamists in a 

language they understand, prepare it for 

peer reviews, disseminate her research to 

appropriate academic journals and make it 

accessible to a broader audience. 

5. Professor Saeed Shafqat, director, cen-

ter for public policy & Governance, forman 

christian college invited professor charles 

m. ramsey, Visiting assistant research pro-

fessor from Baylor university, to pakistan to 

mentor pakistani faculty at forman christian 

college. along with mentoring, professor 

ramsey also delivered a public talk on “ori-

entalist: friend or foe? responses towards 

9/11: south asia and Beyond.”

6. Professor Naveeda Khan invited profes-

sor sikander shah, lahore university of 

management sciences (lums) to Johns 

Hopkins university to conduct a research 

study of the possible Benevolent effects of 

us style constitutionalism upon pakistan’s 

restive politics between september 22–28, 

2017. professor khan served as the us 

collaborator in professor shah’s project. pro-

fessor shah had access to library and web 

resources at Johns Hopkins university. He 

was also introduced to academics in diverse 

disciplines so that he could interview them.

7. Professor Sanval Nasim, department of 

economics, lahore university of manage-

ment sciences (lums) invited professor 

shahrukh rafi khan, Visiting professor, 

mount Holyoke college to pakistan to lead a 

seminar on catch-up growth in south asian 

economies, especially pakistan. professor 

khan also led a workshop on “teaching 

economics within a liberal arts framework 

in pakistan” and met with faculty to seek 

common research interests. these efforts by 

professor khan helped:

• Familiarize junior faculty with alternative 

perspective on economic development and 

challenges in south asia

• Junior faculty develop an appreciation 

for teaching economics as a liberal arts 

discipline 

• Junior faculty find avenues for collabora-

tive research on contemporary development 

and environmental issues in pakistan

8. Professor Ammar Ali Jan, university of 

punjab, lahore invited professor daniel maj-

chrowicz, assistant professor, northwestern 

university to host a workshop entitled, 

“translating literature: affect, place and 

politics” on september 27, 2017. this event 

gave students and faculty at university of 

punjab an opportunity to interact with dr. 

majchrowicz, who is working on the inter-

section of history, culture and literature. 

9. Professor Christopher Udry, co-direc-

tor, Global poverty research lab, invited 

professor imtiaz ul Haq from department of 

economics, lahore university of manage-

ment sciences (lums) to northwestern 

university. while at northwestern university 

(september 19–30, 2017), professor Haq 

attended seminars and met with faculty to 

get a better sense of the ongoing work in 

the Global poverty research lab. this visit 

could lead to a potential visiting scholar 

arrangement between professor Haq and 

northwestern university. n

9
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a
lmost all research university libraries  

   in north america and europe are  

     members of online computer 

library center (olcl) and upload their 

library records into worldcat. this makes all 

these library holdings findable for research-

ers anywhere in the world. card catalogues 

used to be the primary method for keeping 

library records, but these have long become 

a thing of the past in most countries. in 

pakistan, the majority of libraries continue to 

use card catalogues and only a handful have 

switched to online databases. for those that 

have switched to online databases, there is 

little familiarity with global standards to 

make records uniform and thus findable. 

anyone having done research in pakistan 

knows how difficult it can be to find what 

materials any particular library has outside 

of an actual physical visit to the library. even 

then, finding materials is often dependent 

on the knowledge of the librarian and 

necessitates sifting through card catalogues 

for hours on end. in the workshops dr. 

perkin’s colleagues (david Hirsch at ucla 

and Hameed ahmad at the library of 

congress in islamabad) and he conducted in 

karachi and lahore, they provided librarians 

from universities, public and private, big and 

small, with the training needed to move 

their records from card catalogues to online 

databases and to do so in a way that is up 

to global standards established by the 

library of congress and the global library 

community.  

in the first workshop held in karachi 

from July 24-27 more than 25 participants 

came from universities, libraries, and archives 

in sindh and Baluchistan. in the second 

AIPS Workshop Series-Libraries and 
Cataloging of Materials in a Digital Age
by C. Ryan Perkins

workshop held in lahore from september 

24-27, 35 participants attended from punjab 

and khyber pakhtunkhwa.  Both workshops 

covered the following topics: 1) libraries 

in digital age; 2) online catalogues and 

searching; 3) romanization; 4) cataloguing; 

5) marc 21 format for bibliographic data; 

6) authority control; 7) library of congress 

subject Heading (lcsH); 8) comparison of 

aacr2 and rda; 9) BiBframe initiative.   

in karachi, dr. perkins worked with the 

anjuman-e taraqqi-e urdu and, with aips 

support, provided the funds for them to hire 

a cataloger to begin the process of mov-

ing their records from card catalogues to 

an online database. this will serve as a pilot 

project to then be replicated at other librar-

ies throughout pakistan.  

for almost all the participants, this 

was their first opportunity to attend such 

a workshop. they were able to connect 

with each other, form new networks, and 

lay out a plan to implement what they 

had learned during the workshops in their 

home institutions. connecting them with 

the global research and library community 

provides them with the networks, tools, and 

knowledge necessary to implement the lat-

est cataloging standards for their materials. 

the impact of this for researchers, library 

patrons, and the academic community 

in not only pakistan, but also in the us, is 

tremendous. since the foundation for robust 

research includes proper training for aca-

demic support staff like librarians, the work-

shop was an important step to empower 

librarians in pakistan to bring their resources 

within easier reach of the global academic 

community and researchers in pakistan. the 

participants exhibited great enthusiasm for 

the subject matter and expressed gratitude 

for the opportunity. they requested further 

workshops to enable them to continue the 

learning process. n
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1. AIPS-Berkeley Urdu Language Program 

in Pakistan (BULPIP)

aips hosted the aips-Berkeley urdu lan-

guage program cohort in fall 2017. aips 

held an orientation meeting for the cohort 

at its lahore center, which included aips 

staff members and the aips-Bulpip urdu 

instructors. the group later visited cultural 

sites in lahore. during the program, aips 

also organized an excursion to islamabad, 

taxila and murree Hills. the group enjoyed 

visiting the historical sites of taxila among 

other culturally significant places.

2. UNC, Wilmington—International Islamic 

University, Islamabad (IIUI) Partnership 

Program

the aips’ islamabad center continues to 

support the us embassy in pakistan’s us-

pakistan universities partnership programs. 

through these programs, aips hosted 11 

us faculty members from the university of 

north carolina, wilmington (uncw) who 

participated in a conference on academic 

partnership at the international islamic uni-

versity, islamabad (iiui). the conference was 

held on the iiui campus from october 9-11, 

2017 and approximately 17 international and 

50 local scholars participated. us embassy 

officials, Government of pakistan repre-

sentatives, dignitaries, and higher educa-

tion leadership attended the conference’s 

inaugural session.

3. Workshop by Dr. Caroline Clements 

of UNCW at COMSATS, Islamabad 

aips organized a one-day faculty training 

workshop at comsats, islamabad on octo-

ber 3, 2017. dr. caroline clements, executive 

director, center for teaching excellence, 

university of north carolina, wilmington 

(uncw) conducted the workshop. com-

sats invited deans, directors and depart-

ment chairs from its campuses across the 

country. dr. Junaid Zaidi, the executive 

director of comsats, was deeply apprecia-

tive that aips and dr. clements organized 

the workshop for its senior faculty and 

university leadership. 

4. Punjab Higher Education Commission 

(PHEC) Workshop for Faculty Development

in collaboration with punjab Higher educa-

tion commission (pHec), aips hosted a 

two-day faculty development workshop at 

the university of education, lahore, from 

october 5-6, 2017. dr. caroline clements of 

unc, wilmington ran two separate training 

sessions for educational leaders from public 

and private sector universities in punjab. 

the pHec chair, dr. muhammad niamud-

din and dr. rauf-e-azam, Vice chancellor of 

university of education, lahore, opened the 

workshop. over 12 Vice chancellors along 

with prominent deans, faculty chairs, and 

institutional directors from across punjab 

attended this workshop. 

AIPS Islamabad 
Center News

5. Ms. Eleni Glekas, Boston Architecture 

College, Presented at the Heritage 

Conference in Lahore

in association with the public affairs 

section, us embassy in islamabad, aips 

invited ms. eleni Glekas, the director of 

Historic preservation, Boston architec-

tural college, to present at the cultural 

Heritage conference at al Hamra, lahore 

from october 21-22, 2017. the conference 

was jointly organized by Higher educa-

tion commission (Hec), British council, 

french embassy, and al Hamra art council, 

lahore. faculty, art lovers, students, and 

local cultural-heritage experts attended the 

conference in large numbers.

6. Panel discussion on Contemporary 

Heritage Conservation organized by AIPS 

and Public Affaris Section, US Embassy

aips, in collaboration with the pub-

lic affairs section (pas), us embassy 

in pakistan, held a panel discussion on 

contemporary Heritage conservation at 

the islamabad marriott Hotel on october 

23, 2017. ms. eleni Glekas, the director of 

Historic preservation at Boston architec-

ture college, presented on “contemporary 

Heritage conservation: focusing post 14-15 

century era; adaptive reuse of the Heri-

tage Buildings.” dr. laura tedesco, cultural 

Heritage program manager for the depart-

ment of state, was a discussant. students 

and faculty from the national college of 

arts, national university of sciences and 

technology, and Quaid-e-azam university, 

islamabad attended the presentation and 

discussion. a formal reception hosted by 

ms. arlissa reynolds, cultural affairs officer 

for the us embassy in islamabad, hosted a 

formal reception after the event.

a m e r i c a n  i n s t i t u t e  o f  p a k i s t a n  s t u d i e s    2 0 1 8  n e w s l e t t e r
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AIPS Islamabad 
Center News

7. Dr. Farhat Haq, President AIPS, 

Visit to Pakistan

dr. farhat Haq, professor of political 

science at monmouth college and aips 

president, visited pakistan from december 

20 to January 17, 2018. this visit included 

meetings with Heads of Higher education 

institutions, deans, chairmen and Vice 

chancellors of various universities in paki-

stan, the presentation of lectures, and the 

signing of memorandums of understand-

ing (mous) with various prominent institu-

tions in pakistan. dr. Haq met academic 

leaders from the punjab Higher education 

commission (pHec) and lums in lahore, 

the Quaid-e-azam university, international 

islamic university, comsats and paki-

stan institute of parliamentary services in 

islamabad, the Bahauddin Zakria univer-

sity in multan and the shaheed Benazir 

Bhutto women university in peshawar.

dr. Haq also gave lectures at Quaid-e-azam 

university, the international islamic univer-

sity, pHec, shaheed Benazir Bhutto women 

university, and Bahauddin Zakria university 

(multan). additionally, she signed mous 

with the pakistan institute of parliamentary 

services, comsats (islamabad), Bahaud-

din Zakria university, and shaheed Benazir 

Bhutto women university.

8. AIPS hosted the Hollings Center Pre-

departure Meeting in Islamabad

aips’ islamabad center organized and host-

ed a pre-departure meeting of the pakistani 

participants of the Hollings center’s af-pak 

summit at the margalla Hotel, islamabad 

on January 18, 2018. ms. asli mutlu, a senior 

program manager at the Hollings center, at-

tended the meeting. all participants, includ-

ing academics, civil society representatives, 

media persons and government officials, 

were briefed about the planning of the Hol-

lings center’s af-pak summit.

9. Arizona State University team 

visit to Punjab University, Lahore

aips hosted a team of visiting scholars from 

arizona state university (asu). this team 

included dr. chad Haines and dr. Yasmin 

saikia (a member of aips’ executive com-

mittee), who travelled to pakistan for a us 

embassy-funded academic partnership with 

the university of the punjab, lahore, from 

december 16 to 23, 2017. this partnership 

brought senior faculty members from the 

us to pakistan for professional training and 

mentoring. it also supported travel for junior 

faculty from pakistan to the us for a one-

semester mentorship at asu.

10. AIPS Trustees and Visitors in Pakistan

aips facilitated the travel and coordinated 

meetings for the following aips trustees 

and affiliated faculty during the past year. 

aips provided the trustees and members 

logistical support and opportunities to 

network with colleagues and academics in 

pakistan.

• Dr. Anita Weiss (Professor, University of Or-

egon) from september 29 to march 14, 2018

• Dr. Paula Newberg (Professor, University of 

texas at austin) from march 9-20, 2018

• Dr. Jonathan Mark Kenoyer (Professor, 

university of wisconsin-madison) from 

december 17-23, 2017

• Dr. Richard Meadow (Senior Lecturer, Har-

vard university) from december 17-23, 2018

• Dr. Carla Petevich (Professor, University of 

texas at austin)

• Dr. Hassan Abbas (Professor, National 

defense university, washington dc) from 

april 2-7, 2018. 

11. Library and Cataloging Workshop

with funding from us embassy in paki-

stan, aips organized a thematic workshop 

on library and cataloging of materials at 

university of education, lahore, from sep-

tember 24 to 27, 2017. dr. ryan perkins, the 

south asian studies and islamic studies 

librarian at stanford university, conducted 

this workshop. it involved 36 participants 

from across pakistan, including participants 

from various regional institutes.
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12. Faculty members from the University of 

Texas at Austin visit the National College of 

Arts (NCA), Lahore

a three-member team from the university 

of texas (ut) at austin—which included dr. 

Joseph straubhaar, dr. Ben Bays, and ms. 

nabeeha chaudhary—visited nca, lahore. 

the visit was part of an ut-nca academic 

partnership program and occurred between 

march 15-19, 2018. for this program, aips 

provided all logistical support for ut faculty 

to hold meetings and organize training 

sessions at nca, lahore. aips also orga-

nized site tours for the visiting ut scholars 

throughout lahore.

13. Government of Pakistan News

aips is pleased to announce that, due to 

the hard work and perseverance of the aips 

pakistan director, mr. nadeem akbar, the 

Government of pakistan’s federal cabinet 

formally approved and signed a memoran-

dum of understanding (mou) with aips on 

may 16, 2018. the mou solidifies connections 

between aips and the Government of paki-

stan and supports the former’s academic 

activities in pakistan and the us. the mou 

was formally signed by the secretary of the 

ministry of inter provincial coordination and 

the aips pakistan director.

14. AIPS Facilitated a Library Training 

workshop at LUMS, Lahore

aips facilitated a workshop on library train-

ing by visiting scholars from cornell univer-

sity and university of texas (ut) at austin 

at lums. the punjab Higher education 

commission (pHec) invited approximately 

26 participants from various universities and 

institutes in punjab for a two-day training 

at lums. ms. mary rader, the south asian 

studies liaison librarian from ut, and dr. 

Bronwen Bledsoe, from cornell university, 

conducted the workshop. the worshop was 

attended by candidates selected by the 

pHec and lums, lahore.

15. AIPS and IUCPSS organized three 

academic workshops: Art Writing, Climate 

Justice and Curatorial Management 

in collaboration with inter university con-

sortium for promotion of social sciences 

(iucpss), aips organized three training 

workshops: art writing, climate Justice and 

curatorial management at al-Hamra art 

council, lahore from march 22 to 31, 2018.

dr. iftikhar dadi (cornell university), in col-

laboration with other us specialists,  

dr. t.J. demon (university of california, 

santa cruz), and dr. esra acken (cornell 

university), conducted the three work-

shops for students and faculty members 

across pakistan. the workshops were 

unique in nature in that they were in as-

sociation with the lahore Biennale held on 

march 18-31, 2018.

16. The AIPS—Punjab Higher Education 

Commision (PHEC) Dinner Reception 

the aips and pHec, in association with 

university of education, hosted a formal 

reception dinner for visiting delegates from 

various us universities, including cornell 

university, the university of california, 

santa cruz, and the university of california, 

los angeles. special guests at the event 

included dr. iftikhar dadi, dr. esra acken, 

dr. t.J. demon, and dr. sonal khurral, along 

with delegates from lahore. the event was 

at university of education, lahore on march 

31, 2018.

17. Dr. Esra Akcon Talk at COMSATS, 

Islamabad 

aips’ islamabad center organized an 

academic talk by dr. esra acken, professor 

of islamic art and architecture at cornell 

university, at comsats, islamabad on april 

4, 2018. students and faculty from com-

sats as well as from the national univer-

sity of sciences and technology, national 

council of arts, and other local institutions 

attended the talk.

a m e r i c a n  i n s t i t u t e  o f  p a k i s t a n  s t u d i e s    2 0 1 8  n e w s l e t t e r
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i
n fall 2017, the aips-Bulpip urdu language program hosted its 

fourth batch of students in lahore. a cohort of seven, these stu-

dents came from a variety of departments and programs (His-

tory, islamic studies, comparative literature, south asian studies, 

agricultural and resource economics, and international studies) 

and institutions (university of michigan, soas, Vanderbilt uni-

versity, university of connecticut, Harvard, and the university of 

california, davis). the students spent approximately fifteen weeks 

on the campus of the lahore university of management sciences 

(lums) undergoing intensive urdu language training under the 

2017-18 AIPS-BULPIP 
Urdu Language Program

2017-18 AIPS-BULPIP 
Urdu Teacher Training Programs

tutelage of the program’s highly regarded urdu teachers—faiza 

saleem (who has been teaching in the program since its inception 

in the fall of 2014) and umar anjum (who has been with the pro-

gram since the fall of 2015). the program manager was mr. rafeel 

wasif, a doctoral candidate in the department of political science 

at the university of washington-seattle. although students and 

program personnel alike had to take basic security precautions, 

none missed any opportunity to explore lahore, meet residents of 

the city, and pursue their own research. By all accounts, the pro-

gram highlights were the weeklong road trip and the weekly fri-

day speaker series (which hosted historian of lahore raza kharal, 

urdu poetess Yasmin Hameed, urdu poet iftikhar arif, calligrapher 

abdul Basit, postcolonial studies scholar furrukh khan, khusa 

maker Hamid Bilal, traditional punjabi wrestlers, maham riaz of 

the nescafe Basement, among others). reflecting back on their 

experience, individual students noted: “i learned so much from 

this program, had a great experience, and am recommending it to 

everyone i know who may be interested!”; “this program helped 

my urdu skills greatly. i am much more confident in this regards”; 

“i appreciated spending a substantial length of time in pakistan; 

it really will shape how i understand the politics of the country 

and south asia moving forward.” for more information about the 

program, please contact ms. Behnaz raufi (behnazraufi@berkeley.

edu) or visit: http://southasia.berkeley.edu/Bulpip n

i
n spring 2017, the aips-Bulpip urdu teacher training program 

sponsored sidra afzal to participate in a semester-long train-

ing program at the university of washington-seattle. ms. afzal 

teaches urdu at the international islamic university in islamabad and 

Government college for women in rawalpindi. at the university 

of washington, ms. afzal was hosted by the south asia center and 

trained by mr. Jameel ahmad, a senior urdu lecturer in the depart-

ment of asian languages and literature. in spring 2017, the program 

also sponsored faiza saleem to be trained at the university of texas 

at austin. ms. saleem is completing her ph.d. in linguistics from 

Bahauddin Zakariya university in multan and has served as one of 

the two urdu instructors in the aips-Bulpip program in pakistan 

since its inception in 2014. ms. saleem was hosted by the south asia 

institute and trained by dr. akbar Hyder, associate professor in the 

department of asian studies. in spring 2018 the program is hosting 

umar anjum, an urdu lecturer with an m.phil. in applied linguistics, 

at university of california, Berkeley. His two-month long training 

program will be focused on teaching urdu to non-native speakers.

now in its third iteration, the aips-Bulpip summer urdu 

teacher training program hosted Bilal tanveer, a noted novelist and 

lums-based lecturer in urdu literature. mr. taveer spent five weeks 

attending the summer 2017 sasli urdu program at the university of 

wisconsin-madison. as well as sitting in on Beginning and intermedi-

ate urdu classes, mr. tanveer also had many other opportunities to 

learn the latest techniques of urdu training to non-native learners. 

upon completion of the sasli part of their program, mr. tanveer 

flew to seattle, washington, where he went through a two-day 

workshop under the guidance of dr. Jameel ahmed (university of 

washington-seattle), dr. akbar Hyder (university of texas at austin), 

and dr. G. max Bruce (university of california, Berkeley). at the end 

of the program mr. tanveer remarked about the usefulness of the 

summer program for his future urdu teaching. for more information 

about the semester-long and summer programs, please contact ms. 

Behnaz raufi (behnazraufi@berkeley.edu). n
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Email Interview with 2015-16 
Book Prize Winner David Gilmartin 
by AIPS Vice President Matthew A. Cook
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MC: How did you become interested in the 

topic(s) addressed in Blood and Water?

DG: my interest in the history of indus Basin 

irrigation grew out of my earlier work on 

colonial politics in the punjab. the material 

transformations associated with the exten-

sion of irrigation in the region were massive 

in the century before 1947. Yet, in studying 

20th century punjabi politics, i found the 

political transformations associated with 

these changes to be less sweeping than i 

had expected—or fully in keeping with theo-

ries relating to the connections between 

large-scale, state-initiated 

environmental change and 

structures of politics. 

my aim in this work 

was thus to explore the re-

lationship between irriga-

tion expansion and politics 

in the region. How could 

we explain, i wondered, the 

persistence of a political 

order in this region defined 

largely by the preeminent 

bonds of patronage and 

kinship (“blood”), even in the face of the 

massive environmental transformation and 

state intrusion associated with bureaucratic 

control of water? How, in other words, could 

a region defined by the expansive develop-

ment of bureaucratically controlled irrigation 

also emerge—at the very same time—as the 

south asian heartland of the politics of what 

the British called “tribe”?

my conclusion in the book was that this 

was less a matter of “persistence” than of 

the ways that the politics of bureaucratized 

engineering came to be intertwined with the 

legal structuring of landed property rights in 

the indus basin as large-scale canal-building 

and land settlement occurred. though “trib-

al” claims to power and control over water 

had long been interlinked in the region (as i 

show in a case study of the Baloch frontier 

along the indus), the persistent interconnec-

tions of “tribal” and bureaucratic politics in 

the region were a product of the distinctive, 

new forms of state-building brought by the 

British in the region. new irrigation tech-

nologies emboldened a state that linked its 

sovereign authority to reason and science 

and empowered a structure of increasingly 

commercialized production. But, at the 

same time, British property law operated to 

reimagine property-based patronage within 

this framework, casting biradari-based 

“community” and “custom,” that is, the 

politics of “blood” as a counterpoint to the 

changes irrigation brought. the tensions this 

system has engendered have shaped both 

politics and water management—and efforts 

at bureaucratic reform—

right up to the present day. 

in the last chapters of 

the book, i look at the politi-

cal ramifications of this leg-

acy in the years since 1947. 

though partition defined a 

new “national” foundation 

for state authority in 1947, 

it served to intensify the 

contradictions associated 

with the old colonial system, 

particularly as the irriga-

tion system in pakistan expanded dramati-

cally under state auspices (heavily funded 

by international aid) to compensate for the 

waters lost to pakistan in the 1960 indus 

waters treaty. from the time of ayub khan 

onward, management of irrigation (and of 

the huge indus Basin project that followed 

the 1960 treaty) provided an important ele-

ment in justifying a state that stood “above” 

the bonds constituting society, claiming the 

authority of science and development, even 

as it relied for political and social order on 

a patronage and biradari-based property 

regime. recent attempts to reform the 

structure of irrigation (in response to water 

shortages, to rising costs and to severe 

distributive inequalities and inefficiencies) 

have only sporadically attempted to come 

to terms with these colonial legacies. the 

book will thus provide, i hope, an important 

reminder about the importance of history in 

understanding the “developmental” order in 

pakistan since 1947.

MC: What was the most challenging/re-

warding part of conducting the research 

for Blood and Water? Do you have any 

specific advice for emerging scholars of 

Pakistan after writing the book?

DG: the most challenging—and rewarding—

part of the research for the book lay in track-

ing the relationship between changing local 

power structures and the larger ideas shap-

ing colonial state-making. my goal was that 

the book should be a contribution not only 

to environmental history, but to intellectual 

and political history as well. this required an 

effort to link large colonial ideas—tied fre-

quently to worldwide intellectual currents—

to changes in the most local forms of social 

and political organization as British irrigation 

works advanced. Bringing together these 

levels of analysis is, in my view, one of the 

most exciting—and most difficult—agendas 

for historians. though my analysis in this was 

limited by a heavy (though not exclusive) 

reliance on state-based archival sources, the 

linking of large-scale state-making to the 

changing relationships of everyday politics 

and life, remains one of the most important 

agenda for historians to pursue. 

MC: What is your next project?

DG: i am currently working on a project 

dealing with the history of elections in colo-

nial india and subsequently. the main focus 

is not on the outcome of elections, but rath-

er on the law and procedure of elections. 

while dealing in part with the colonial his-

tory of elections in pakistan, the main focus 

in the postcolonial era is on the republic of 

india. this is in some ways a project in legal 

history, with considerable attention paid to 

court cases. But it is an attempt to explore, 

as well, the meaning of the “people” as a 

source of sovereignty in both pakistan and 

india. i have already published a number of 

articles relating to this project and am now 

working on a manuscript for a book. n
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Hassan Abbas

professor, national defense university

Hassan has a forthcoming book named 

Pakistan’s Nuclear Bomb: A Story of Defi-

ance, Deterrence & Deviance, which will 

be published by oxford university press in 

april or may of 2018 in the united states but 

has already been released by Hurst publisher 

(europe) and penguin (asia). He has also 

given several book talks at oxford univer-

sity, Harvard university, and the national 

defense university in washington dc. 

Marta Ameri

assistant professor, colby college

marta’s edited book Seals and Sealing 

in the Ancient World: Case Studies from 

the Ancient Near East, Egypt, the Indus 

and the Aegean will be available in april 

2018 after being released by cambridge 

university press. she has special content 

published in the book called “letting the 

pictures speak: an image-based approach 

to the mythological and narrative imagery 

of the Harappan world.” 

Jamila Baig

ph.d. student, university of oregon

Jamila has had several achievements dur-

ing year 2017-18. she received the mobility 

exchange Grant from the international 

centre for integrated mountain develop-

ment in nepal for study in 2018. she also 

received the us-pakistan knowledge 

corridor scholarship from the Higher 

education commission in pakistan; this 

scholarship will fund her through the year 

2021. Both from the university of oregon, 

Jamila is the recipient of the david s. easly 

memorial award as well as the Global 

oregon international research award.

Elena Bashir

senior lecturer, university of chicago

elena recently published the co-edited 

volume Languages and Linguistics of South 

Asia, which is a linguistics-oriented volume 

with sections relevant to pakistan. she is 

currently working on a book on Hindko, 

Panjabi, and Saraiki, and is hoping that it will 

be released sometime next year. 

Yelena Biberman

assistant profes-

sor, skidmore 

college

this year, Yelena 

will release the co-

authored article 

“militia welfare: 

resource endow-

ment and public 

Goods provision 

by armed non-state Groups in pakistan 

and nigeria” in Political Science Quarterly. 

previously, Yelena published the article 

“How we know what we know about 

pakistan: new York times news produc-

tion, 1954-1971,” in 2017 in the book Modern 

Asian Studies, Volume 51. she also pub-

lished “Genocidal Violence, nation-Build-

ing, and the Bloody Birth of Bangladesh” in 

2017—a co-authored article. 

Elizabeth Bolton

ph.d. candidate, 

redlands community college

for the forthcoming BioScope journal, 

elizabeth published an article named 

“Beyond restriction and sensation: 

expression and pakistan’s television.” she 

participated in a panel series on pakistan’s 

media titled “Historical turns, future pos-

sibilities: mapping transformations in paki-

stan’s mediascape” for the 2016 annual 

conference on south asia. 

Matthew A. Cook

professor, north carolina central university

matthew’s book Discovering Sindh’s Past: 

Selections from the Journal of the Sindh 

Historical Society, 1934-1948 was released 

in december of 2017 by oxford university 

press. on february 11, 2017 he partici-

pated in three panel discussions at the 

karachi literature festival: “cultural 

Heritage and preservation in pakistan and 

south asia;” a book launch called august 

Voices by sudheendra kulkarni; and 

“international and regional politics 

impacting south asia.” 

Walter Hakala

assistant professor, 

state university of new York-Buffalo

in 2016, walter’s book Negotiating Lan-

guages: Urdu, Hindi, and the Definition 

of Modern South Asia was published by 

columbia university press; he was an 

honorable mention for this book for the 

Bernard cohn Book prize (first book on 

south asia). this prize honored walter 

for outstanding and innovative scholar-

ship across discipline and country of the 

specialization for a first single-authored 

monograph on south asia. 

Firasat Jabeen

ph.d. student, clemson university

firasat Jabeen is a fourth-year ph.d. 

student and is currently working on her 

dissertation, titled The Rhetorics of Neo-

Orientalism. Her research focuses on the 

intersection of rhetoric, communication, 

and critical theory and its scope is funda-

mentally transdisciplinary. she examines 

the perpetuation of orientalism and impe-

rialism in pakistan in the post 9/11 world. in 

order to study these two broad problems 

in pakistan, her project narrows the scope 

by focusing on the political economy of 

mass communication. she employs the 

methodology of critical discourse analysis; 

the findings of her study reveal that the 

delineation of the malala Yousafzai case 

and the daniel pearl case and the por-

trayal of the drone attack victims and the 

raymond davis case victims is consonant 

with Herman and chomsky’s model of 

worthy and unworthy victims.

Frank Korom

professor, Boston university

frank received a $3,000 collaborative 

grant from aips to organize a 10-day 

seminar on “folk culture and Heritage 

management” with lok Virsa in islamabad, 

and it ran from december 18th-28th 

in 2017. frank developed the syllabus 

and delivered two-hour lectures every 

morning, followed by lunch, guest 

speakers, and group project planning. 

AIPS Member 
News
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the seminar was a great success and met 

everyone’s expectations. it was covered 

by different local media outlets, and 

published articles followed later that week. 

dr. frank korom, associate professor Jan 

magnusson (lund university) and the 

director of sasnet andreas Johansson 

organized a workshop on nationalisms in 

south asia on april 14-15, 2018. https://

www.sasnet.lu.se/article/sasnet-hosted-a-

workshop-on-nationalisms-in-south-asia 

John Mock

lecturer (retired), 

university of california, santa cruz

John’s article “raising the alarm: defen-

sive communication networks and the 

silk roads through wakhan and chitral” 

is featured in the 2017 journal called The 

Silk Road. He also helped publish the book 

Snow Leopard in Art and Legend of the 

Pamir in 2016. 

Sahar Naqvi

Graduate student, 

florida international university

sahar does research on sectarianism, 

counter extremism in pakistan, and the 

approach of media coverage of sectarian 

incidents in pakistan, with a masters in 

religious studies from florida interna-

tional university. sahar is currently on a 

fulbright english teaching assistantship in 

kosovo and blogs her experience. https://

saharnaqvi.wordpress.com/

Paula Newberg

professor, university of texas at austin

in January 2017, paula newberg (wilson 

chair, university of texas at austin) orga-

nized and led a two-day workshop in doha 

(Qatar) on climate vulnerability in south 

asia. the workshop was co-sponsored 

by ut’s strauss center for international 

security and law (through a minerva 

Grant on complex emergencies), and the 

Georgetown/Qatar center for international 

and regional studies, which hosted 20 par-

ticipants from south asia, europe, canada 

and the united states. in the spring of 

2017, the wilson chair and the south asia 

institute at university of texas at austin 

hosted pakistani actor samiya mumtaz, and 

film director farjad nabi, for a week-long 

residency. their visit included a variety of 

events, including workshops, classes, film 

showings, and public lectures.

Robert Nichols

professor, stockton university

oxford university press, karachi has pub-

lished robert’s second edition of Settling 

the Frontier: Land, Law, and Society in the 

Peshawar Valley, 1500-1900 (2001). the 

second edition includes a new “introduc-

tory essay for the 2017 edition” and a new 

postscript for the 2017 edition. this work 

explores the question of social transforma-

tion within the peshawar valley from the 

sixteenth through the nineteenth century, 

an extended period when regional vil-

lagers and pastoralists experienced and 

interacted with the demands of evolving 

imperial and cultural ideas and institutions. 

SherAli Tareen

assistant professor, 

franklin & marshall college

in march 2017, sherali published “revo-

lutionary Hermeneutics: translating the 

Qur’an as a manifesto for revolution” 

in the Journal of Religious and Political 

Practice. this publication was partially 

supported by an aips summer grant in 

2014. sherali also published “translating 

the ‘other’: early modern muslim under-

standings of Hinduism” in the Journal of 

the Royal Asiatic Society in 2017. another 

publication she had in the Journal of Asian 

Studies includes “debating islam and 

secularism in pakistan” in may 2017.
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AIPS MeMBerS IN tHe NewS

Matthew A. Cook

“Book launch: august Voices by sudheendra kulkarni” in The Dawn (february 12, 2017).

“eft to commemorate dr. n.a. Baloch in memorial lecture 

at sindh university” in Pakistan Today (december 6, 2017)

“us historian cook outlines History of sindhi script” 

in the Daily Messenger (december 8, 2017).

“prominent scholar dr. n.a. Baloch’s Birth anniversary marked” in The News 

(december 9, 2017).

“us scholar traces origins of sindhi script at smiu festival” 

in The Dawn (december 10, 2017).

Frank Korom

“exploring culture in the Garrison town” in Daily Times (January 8, 2018).

https://dailytimes.com.pk/175972/exploring-culture-garrison-town/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6upkvp1X__k&app=desktop 

Anita Weiss

“women’s share in politics will continue to Grow” 

in The News on Sunday (January 6, 2018).

http://tns.thenews.com.pk/womens-share-politics-will-continue-grow
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Recent Publications 
by AIPS Members

Hassan Abbas

Hassan abbas, Pakistan’s 

Nuclear Bomb (london: Hurst 

& co publishers, 2018).

Marta Ameri

marta ameri, s.k. costello, s.J. 

scott and G. Jamison, eds., 

Seals and Sealing in the Ancient 

World: Case Studies from the 

Ancient Near East, Egypt, the 

Indus and the Aegean (cam-

bridge university press, 2018).

marta ameri, “letting the pic-

tures speak: an image-based 

approach to the mythological 

and narrative imagery of the 

Harappan world,” in m. ameri, 

s.k. costello, s.J. scott and G. 

Jamison, eds., Seals and Seal-

ing in the Ancient World: Case 

Studies from the Ancient Near 

East, Egypt, the Indus and the 

Aegean (cambridge: cam-

bridge university press, 2018).

Elena Bashir

elena Bashir and Hans Henrich 

Hock, eds., The Languages and 

Linguistics of South Asia: A 

Comprehensive Guide (Berlin: 

de Gruyter mouton, 2016).

Yelena Biberman

Yelena Biberman and megan 

turnbull, “militia welfare: 

resource endowment and pub-

lic Goods provision by armed 

nonstate Groups in pakistan 

and nigeria,” Political Science 

Quarterly (forthcoming in 2018).

Yelena Biberman, “How we 

know what we know about 

pakistan: new York times 

news production, 1954-1971,” 

Modern Asian Studies 51.5 

(september 2017).

Yelena Biberman and rachel 

castellano, “Genocidal Vio-

lence, nation-Building, and the 

Bloody Birth of Bangladesh” 

Asian Security (June 2017).

Marvin Weinbaum

marvin is the director of pakistan and 

afghanistan studies at the middle east 

institute. marvin recently returned from 

islamabad, where he presented a paper at 

a conference dealing the dynamics of the 

pakistan-iran-saudi arabia relationship. He 

also gave a talk at the institute of strate-

gic studies. He makes numerous blog and 

media appearances dealing with us-paki-

stan relations, as well as published several 

articles. additionally, marvin hosted round-

table discussions with specialists on the 

region, pakistan’s interior minister and the 

president of azad kashmir. 

Anita Weiss

anita has traveled throughout pakistan lis-

tening to stories of many different people 

on how they are standing up to counter 

violent extremism, with the help of the 

Harry frank Guggenhein research award. 

she gives countless talks at universities 

and is the external examiner for many 

doctoral dissertations. anita’s interview 

with saadia salahuddin was also published 

in The News on sunday. 

Vazira Zamindar

Vazira participated in a talk on iqbal by 

faisal devji, on partition by tarun khanna, 

on politics in pakistan by raza rumi, and 

several others. n

AIPS Member
News
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Recent Publications 
by AIPS Members
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Matthew A. Cook

michel Boivin, matthew a. 

cook, and Julien leveque, 

eds., Discovering Sindh’s Past: 

Selections from the Journal of 

the Sindh Historical Society, 

1934-1948 (karachi: oxford 

university press, 2017).

Walter Hakala

walter Hakala, Negotiating 

Languages: Urdu, Hindi, and the 

Definition of Modern South Asia 

(new York: columbia university 

press, 2016). 

Muhammad Umar Memon

muhammad umar memon,  

The Greatest Urdu Stories Ever 

Told (new delhi: aleph Book 

company, 2017).

muhammad umar memon, 

trans., My Name Is Radha: The 

Eessential Manto (delhi: pen-

guin Books, 2017).

John Mock

John mock, “raising the alarm: 

defensive communication 

networks and the silk roads 

through wakhan and chitral,” 

The Silk Road 15 (2017).

John mock, “snow leopards in 

art and legend of the pamir,” 

in tom mccarthy and david 

mallon, eds., Snow Leopards 

(amsterdam: elsevier/aca-

demic press, 2016).

Paula Newberg

paula newberg and samuel 

tambory, CEPSA Brief on 

Climate Change Risks to Cities 

and Governance in South Asia 

(university of texas: strauss 

center for international law 

and security, 2017).

Robert Nichols

robert nichols, “introductory 

essay for the 2017 edition,” 

in robert nichols, Settling 

the Frontier: Land, Law, and 

Society in the Peshawar Valley, 

1500-1900 (karachi: oxford 

university press, 2017).

robert nichols, “postscript for 

the 2017 edition,” in robert 

nichols, Settling the Frontier: 

Land, Law, and Society in the 

Peshawar Valley, 1500-1900 

(karachi: oxford university 

press, 2017).

SherAli Tareen

sherali tareen, “revolution-

ary Hermeneutics: translat-

ing the Qur’an as a manifesto 

for revolution,” Journal of 

Religious and Political Practice 

3.1/2 (march 2017).

sherali tareen, “translating the 

‘other’: early modern muslim 

understandings of Hinduism,” 

Journal of the Royal Asiatic 

Society 27.3 (July 2017).

sherali tareen, “debating islam 

and secularism in pakistan,” 

Journal of Asian Studies 76.2 

(may 2017).

Marvin Weinbaum

marvin weinbaum, “insurgency 

and Violent extremism in paki-

stan,” Journal of Small Wars and 

Insurgencies 28.1 (feb. 2017).

marvin weinbaum, “recon-

ciliation in south asia as a 

prerequisite for inter-regional 

connectivity,” in khalid Butt and 

elahi manzoor, eds., Proceed-

ings of International Conference 

on Inter-Regional Connectivity: 

South and Central Asia (Gc uni-

versity department of political 

science/center of excellence 

china studies, 2017).

marvin weinbaum, “the Bright 

and dark faces of Globaliza-

tion: the case of afghanistan,” 

EUC Paper Series 1 (dec. 2017).

marvin weinbaum “us Vision of 

the end state in afghanistan: 

the obama era and trump 

presidency,” in sarah saddiq 

aneel, ed., Achieving Peace in 

Afghanistan: Challenges and 

Prospects (islamabad policy 

research institute, 2017).
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a
ips awards grants for research  

  fellowships, conference travel, and  

     mentoring programs at higher 

education institutions in pakistan. commit-

tees comprised of a combination of aips 

officers, executive committee members, 

and trustees make all awards through a 

competitive review process. in the past year, 

aips has awarded the following 19 awards.

AIPS Fellowships
aips awarded long-term research fellow-

ships (2-9 months, funded by the council of 

american overseas research centers and 

aips unrestricted funds) during this year. as 

the security situation is ever-changing, our 

eligibility and research locations are often in 

flux. please see the aips website for current 

security restrictions. these awards have 

been extremely competitive, and aips is 

pleased to announce the recently awarded 

fellows. full abstracts and final reports for all 

fellows can be accessed on the aips web-

site (www.pakistanstudies-aips.org/content/

fellowship-archives).

1. Abdul Aijaz

field and institution: Georgraphy and eng-

lish, indiana university

project title: ontic flows: rivers in the 

making of modern punjab

duration of research: 8 months

destination: pakistan

abstract: this project seeks to understand 

the material and aesthetic transforma-

tions of nature-culture articulations in 

punjab after its encounter with colonial 

modernity. focusing on the processes 

of capture, transformation, control, and 

management of the indus basin rivers, the 

project seeks to trace the co-constitutive 

relations between the rivers and the com-

munities therein following the introduction 

and implementation of “modern” irriga-

tion infrastructure in the last quarter of the 

nineteenth century. combining archival 

and ethnographic research with literary 

and textual analyses, the project seeks to 

demonstrate that nature and the native 

are simultaneously captured and collected 

in colonial discourses and practices both 

materially and aesthetically. while this 

project maps aesthetic transformations via 

an aestheticization of the nature-culture 

binary through critical readings of the 

literature produced by the new poetry 

movement under colonial patronage, it also 

trace the material transformations of rivers 

and the materialization of a cartesian idea 

of space in canal colony villages and towns 

through analysis of colonial documents and 

ethnographic research. focusing simul-

taneously on the aesthetic and material 

transformations of people and place, the 

project synthesizes debates at the intersec-

tion of political ecology, ecocriticism, and 

environmental history of place.

2. Asif Akhtar

field and institution: media studies, new 

York university

project title: politics of mediation and 

regulation in 21st century pakistani news 

media

duration of research: 6 months

destination: united kingdom

abstract: the proposed dissertation 

project aims to study the contemporary 

“media system” in pakistan in terms of 

technological change, the regulatory 

impetus it has driven, and the discursive 

and practical impact these have had 

on contemporary politics. shortly after 

General pervaiz musharraf wrested power 

from democratic government in pakistan, 

starting yet another chapter of military 

rule, he also opened up channels of politi-

cal discussions and news on the electronic 

broadcast media in pakistan—in a manner 

uncharacteristic of military governments—

ending the four-decade monopoly of paki-

stan state television on broadcast of policy 

and politics. the previously unregulated 

technological changes in satellite com-

munication and broadcast technologies, 

hence became regulated by the state to 

enable a new sphere of televisual politics 

that have since then transformed politi-

cal practices and discursive techniques 

of power in the country. while the media 

initially thrived under musharraf, it was 

the same news channels that heralded the 

cry that led to his downfall through the 

lawyers’ protests of 2007. since then while 

the media has become animated in its own 

way, it has also come to be regulated by 

the post-musharraf “deep state” in various 

legal and extra-legal ways that are politi-

cal in their own right, while at the same 

time, producing a new kind of politics 

conducted through media institutions and 

audiences. this project aims to study the 

current system of media technologies, 

regulations and the politics they produce 

through original archival and ethnographic 

research to write a history of the present 

by tracing genealogies of technological 

and political change from their colonial 

forms in the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries, to the living present of the 

twenty-first century.

3. Sidra Kamran

field and institution: sociology, the new 

school

project title: infrastructure(s) of intimacy: 

class, Gender and social reproduction in 

urban karachi 

duration of research: 3 months 

destination: karachi, pakistan

abstract: this dissertation examines new 

kinds of social relations and intimacies 

between working-class women in urban 

pakistan. By conducting an ethnography 

of the lives of female beauty and factory 

workers in karachi, this project analyzes 

how labor practices interact with dis-

courses of class and gender to enable, and 

constrain, such relations. contemporary 

AIPS Fellows 
and Grantees

F e l l owS H I PS

Since 2010 AIPS has 
awarded 81 fellow-
ships to US scholars 
researching on 
Pakistan and/or 
South Asia. 53 of these 
fellowships were 
conducted in Pakistan. 



restructuring of urban life has led to the 

decline of previously important modes 

of urban sociality, including those based 

on kin networks and neighborhood life. 

However, novel employment options for 

women in pakistan have come to serve as 

new spaces of urban sociality. what types 

of non-kinship relations do working-class 

women cultivate in order to survive the 

exigencies of the labor market and the 

ongoing demands of social reproduction? 

How do labor practices in sites of intimate 

labor (the beauty salon) and industrial 

labor (the factory) differentially influ-

ence the contours of these urban intima-

cies? this project argues that non-kinship 

intimacies between women are vital to 

economic and emotional survival in the 

city. However, women frequently dissoci-

ate themselves from such relations and 

present themselves as family-oriented 

in an attempt to gain respectability, and 

hence, class status. non-kinship intimacies, 

though shaped by hegemonic discourses 

of class and gender, also reconfigure these 

discourses. this analysis shows how labor 

power is reproduced in the margins of 

traditional structures of family and kinship, 

and when and how these new intimacies 

undermine or reinforce these structures.

4. Junaid Rana

field and institution: asian american studies 

university of illinois, urbana-champaign 

project title: dada amir Haider khan and 

the politics of revolution

duration of research: 3 months

destination: pakistan

abstract: this research is part of an on-

going project related to the recovery of the 

life of dada amir Haider khan. it consists of 

collecting archival documents and con-

ducting extensive oral histories with his 

colleagues and friends in islamabad and 

lahore, pakistan. the methodology draws 

on approaches in historical anthropology to 

examine the role and influence of dada amir 

Haider khan in leftist politics in pakistan and 

south asia in general. amir Haider khan was 

a well-known internationalist whose life and 

interactions illuminate a cross-section of the 

global left, and in particular the south asian 

left. His memoirs called chains to lose: life 

and struggles of a revolutionary, memoirs 

of dada amir Haider khan are a vital source 

of information for the documentation of 

internationalist history and as a chronicle of 

the south asian left.

AIPS Short-term research 
Grantees 2018 
since 2012 aips has been able to offer 

short-term research grants. this year 

aips allocated seven short-term research 

grants, to allow scholars to do preliminary 

and/or exploratory research in pakistan. 

abstracts and final reports for these 

projects can be found on the aips website 

(www.pakistanstudies-aips.org/content/

summer-grant-archives). 

1. Usmaan Masood Farooqui

field and institution: political science, 

university of massachusetts

project: Hydraulic peace: water and the 

everyday politics of infrastructure in karachi 

2. Erum Haider

field and institution: Government, 

Georgetown university

project: transformation in patronage, ser-

vice delivery and social contract between 

states and citizens in karachi, pakistan

3. Zehra Husain

field and institution: cultural anthropology, 

cunY-the Graduate center

project: lyari town and the politics of 

race in pakistan 

4. Ahsan Kamal 

field and institution: sociology, 

university of north carolina-chapel Hill

project: resettling the displaced: large 

dams and involuntary displacement in 

pakistan 

5. Mishal Khan 

field and institution: sociology, 

university of chicago 

project: the emergence of the legal topog-

raphy of sindh in modern day pakistan: a 

case of a colonial site impacted by larger 

Global processes of legal regime Building

6. Sohaib Khan

field and institution: comparative litera-

ture and society, columbia university

project: financial rationalization of the 

shari’a by conducting a textual and 

ethnographic study of interactive labors 

between mufti’s and financial engineers

7. Shehram Mokhtar

field and institution: media studies, uni-

versity of oregon 

project: transgender lives & temporali-

ties: mediated cultures & lived realities of 

khwaja siras

AIPS Conference travel Grants
aips awards travel grants to help facilitate 

its members’ participation in international 

or domestic conferences, or for invited 

lectures on pakistan. these grants are 

funded in part by caorc, us embassy 

in pakistan and aips unrestricted funds. 

abstracts and final reports for these 

projects can be found on the aips website 

(www.pakistanstudies-aips.org/content/

travel-grant-archives). 

scholar awarded for domestic and interna-

tional grants

1. Nosheen Ali 

aga khan university

feminist preconference: Gender, sexuality 

and militarization

october 2017

paper: chup karke kareen Guzare nu: 

witnessing Violence and staying silent 
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Over the years AIPS has awarded 62 Short-term/
Summer Research Grants to US scholars conducting 
their research in Pakistan.
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AIPS Fellows 
and Grantees

2. Esha Niyogi De

university of california, los angeles 

workshop on urban utopia: memory, 

rights and speculations

february 2018

paper: action Heroines and corporeal 

utopia: trans-urban women’s cinema in 

islamizing pakistan

3. Maria-Magdalena Fuchs

princeton university 

association for asian studies 

2018 conference 

march 2018

paper: act in the living present: muslim 

Voluntary association in colonial punjab 

and the Quest for a “modern” islam

4. Miriam Golden

university of california, los angeles 

american political science association 

annual meetings

august 2017

paper: establishing responsive linkages 

between politicians and Voters in pakistan

5. Maira Hayat

university of chicago

annual association for asian studies 

conference 

march 2018

paper: “we have always wanted to be 

modern”: sovereignty, a shared river basin 

and the postcolonial in pakistan

6. Samina Iqbal

lahore school of economics

transform your dissertation into a Book 

workshop

october 2017

paper: modern art of pakistan: lahore art 

circle 1947–1957

7. Neelam Khoja

Harvard university

american Historical association (aHa) 

conference 

paper: “the Butcher of Hindustan”: ahmad 

shah abdali in 18th century punjab

8. Aparna Kumar

university of california, los angeles

american council for southern asian art 

18th Biennial symposium

october 2017

paper: unraveling a national symbol: par-

tition and the lahore museum

9. Randall W. Law

university of wisconsin-madison

european association for south asian 

archaeology and art

July 2018

paper: steatite civilization: an overview 

of Harappan talc acquisition and trade 

networks

10. Alan Foster Lee

university of wisconsin-madison

red sea Viii: coveted treasure—

the economy natural resources: 

extraction, processing and trade

July 2017

paper: crucible steel production: an 

experimental study of crucible composi-

tion and structure

11. Ayesha Mulla

university of chicago

46th annual conference on south asia 

october 2017

paper: ‘marwa na dena’: reporting 

Between the marginal and the military

12. Alexis M. Saba

indiana university

comparative and international education 

society annual conference 

march 2018

paper: politicians: development custodi-

ans of the right to education: the mobili-

zation and appropriation of Global north 

discourses by non-state educational 

organizations in pakistan

13. Naila Sahar

university of Buffalo 

46th annual conference on south asia 

october 2017

papers: revisionary political Historiography 

in contemporary pakistani fiction

14. Anita Weiss

university of oregon

isa-ciss 2017 ‘cooperation and contesta-

tion in world politics’

June 2017

paper: the potential of state and non-

state actors to counter Violent extremism: 

a case study of pakistan

15. Zunaira Yousaf

Binghamton university–state university 

of new York 

49th northeast modern language 

association convention

april 2018

paper: nostalgia and identity in mohsin 

Hamid’s fiction

Co NF e re NCe
t r Av e l 
G r A N t

Since 2010 AIPS 
has awarded 
118 Conference 
Travel Grants (62 
domestic and 56 
international) to US 
scholars presenting 
their paper(s) at 
scholarly conferences 
throughout the 
world. 30 of the 
56 International 
Conference Grants 
were awarded for 
presenting papers 
at conferences in 
Pakistan.
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Arizona State University 

arizona state university (asu) was abuzz 

with activity related to the study of paki-

stan in 2017. the center for the study of 

religion was the primary site of activities 

that ranged from hosting pakistani visiting 

faculty, research workshops, and discus-

sions on the history, society and signifi-

cance of pakistan. these activities aimed 

to create networks within and outside 

the university that expanded knowledge 

about pakistan, deepened understanding 

through cross-cultural engagement and 

engaged diverse publics toward more nu-

anced understanding about pakistan.

Yasmin saikia and chad Haines were the 

principal investigators of two ongoing uni-

versity partnerships established by grants 

from the us embassy islamabad’s public 

affairs office. asu’s lead unit, the center 

for the study of religion and conflict, was 

the primary site of activities centering on 

exchange visits by pakistani faculty from 

our two partnering universities in lahore, 

punjab university (pu) and kinnaird col-

lege for women. these capacity-building 

projects included semester-long academic 

immersion residencies at asu for pakistani 

faculty in development studies, mass com-

munications and american literature, ex-

change workshops by asu faculty at these 

institutions, as well as online courses. saikia 

and Haines also worked with an interdis-

ciplinary team to oversee planning and 

implementation of a suite of professional 

immersion activities, delivered at asu, pu 

and kinnaird.

asu also hosted a number of public 

events centering on pakistan. in early april, 

the spring cohort of pu faculty shared their 

research in a day long workshop, placing 

pakistan: engaging multidisciplinary ap-

proaches, which showcased pakistan-based 

projects by pu scholars and asu faculty 

and doctoral students. in september, a 

panel discussion titled, pakistan today: 

terrorism, the state, and the diminishing 

space of progressive politics, featured 

aasim sajjad akhtar and alia amirali of 

Quaid-e-azam university in conversation 

with asu’s chad Haines and James rush.

pakistan-related initiatives have also 

been developed by asu’s sandra day 

o’connor, college of law, which works 

with three pakistani universities to 

strengthen their legal education programs, 

and asu’s ira fulton college of engineer-

ing, which is partnered with usaid, nust 

and uet-peshawar to create applied re-

search opportunities and curriculum build-

ing initiatives in energy sustainability.

Brown University

during 2016-17, there were several talks 

hosted by ccsa. on september 15, 2017, 

dr. faisal devji, from st. anthony’s college, 

which is part of the larger oxford universi-

ty, gave a talk titled, iqbal’s political theory. 

this talk was part of a larger workshop 

titled, coming to terms with the sacred in 

popular culture. this colloquium explored 

the themes of the sacred and popular cul-

ture through the medium of film.

on october 12, 2017, Brown university 

hosted a discussion on crowdsourcing 
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Faculty from Punjab University visit Arizona State University.

memories: lessons from the 1947 parti-

tion of British india, which featured tarun 

khanna. for many years, he has served as 

the faculty chair for HBs activities in india 

and south asia and is the director of the 

south asia institute at Harvard. 

another discussion was held on no-

vember 10, 2017, democratic transition 

in pakistan: prospects and challenges, 

featured raza ruma. raza ahmad rumi 

is a pakistani policy analyst, journalist, 

and author. currently, he is the editor of 

the daily times and a regular columnist 

for leading publications in south asia and 

beyond. He teaches at cornell university’s 

institute for public affairs. earlier, he was 

editor the friday times, pakistan’s fore-

most liberal weekly paper and a tV show 

host. rumi was director at Jinnah institute, 

a public policy think tank and executive 

director of Justice network—a coalition of 

nGos. now, he is a fellow at united states 

institute for peace, national endow-

ment for democracy, and Berkley centre 
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for religion peace and world affairs at 

Georgetown university. prior to his foray 

into journalism, he worked for the asian 

development Bank as governance special-

ist and pakistan administrative service. 

He is the author of Delhi by Heart, The 

Fractious Path: Pakistan’s Democratic 

Transition, and Identity Faith & Conflict.

on february 2, 2018, Hussain Haqqani 

participated in the webcast reimagining 

pakistan. ambassador Haqqani is currently 

senior fellow and director for south 

and central asia at the Hudson institute. 

Haqqani also co-edits the journal, current 

trends in islamist ideology, published by 

Hudson institute’s center for islam, de-

mocracy and future of the muslim world.

on april 12, 2018, tariq modood will 

participate in a discussion titled, “ethno-

religious equality, islamophobia, multicul-

tural equality and moderate secularism: 

do these concepts have application in 

south asia?” tariq modood is the founding 

director of the Bristol university research 

centre for the study of ethnicity and 

citizenship and a fellow of the British 

academy. tariq has held over 40 grants 

and consultancies (uk, european and 

us), have over 35 (co-)authored and (co-)

edited books and reports and over 250 

articles or chapters in political philosophy, 

sociology and public policy. 

Michigan State University

michigan state university hosted a 

screening and panel discussion focused 

on dr. Jürgen schaflechner’s documen-

tary, Thrust into Heaven, on march 26, 

2018. Thrust into Heaven wades into the 

complex issues surrounding claims of 

“forced conversion” when Hindu women 

marry muslim men in sindh. the event 

opened with an introduction by Jürgen 

and included a panel discussion after 

the screening that featured dr. matthew 

a. cook from north carolina central 

university, dr. roger long from eastern 

michigan university, and dr. nathan tabor 

from western michigan university. during 

his visit, Jürgen also lectured about his 

ethnographic methods in an anthropology 

course on religion and culture. dr. cara 

cilano organized the visit.

Syracuse University

this year, syracuse university sponsored 

two pakistan-related events. among 

them include nuclear south asia at 20: 

the strategic and societal impacts of the 

1998 nuclear tests. this event was held on 

march 29, 2018. since the five nuclear war-

heads were tested in 1998, the two states 

have expanded their nuclear arsenals and 

incorporated nuclear strategy into their 

defense plans. policy-makers and scholars 

disagree about the effects this nuclear 

standoff has had on stability and security 

in the region. this roundtable explored 

how politics and society have been af-

fected in pakistan, india, and the region 

as a result of the nuclear tests. it will also 

consider the military and strategic conse-

quences of a nuclear south asia.

the second event, held on november 

7, 2017, named, Jihad as Grand strategy: 

islamist militancy, national security, and 

the pakistani state featured s. paul kapur, 

department of national security affairs 

and us naval postgraduate school. this 

discussion covered how islamist militants 

based in pakistan play a major role in 

terrorism around the world. the pakistan-

militant connection is not a new phenom-

enon; the use of militancy has long been 

a central component of pakistani grand 

strategy. although this strategy yielded 

important benefits, it now undermines 

pakistani interests, and pakistan must 

abandon it to avoid catastrophe. this will 

require not simply a change of policy, but 

a thoroughgoing reconceptualization of 

the pakistani state.

University of California, Berkeley

the pirzada dissertation prize commit-

tee congratulates dr. william e.B. sher-

man on receiving the 2017 s.s. pirzada 

dissertation prize in pakistan studies. dr. 

sherman’s dissertation, mountains and 

messiahs: the roshaniyya, revelation, 

and afghan Becoming, was completed at 

stanford university under the supervision 

of professor shahzad Bashir.

in his dissertation, dr. sherman ana-

lyzes a sixteenth-century sufi messianic 

movement known as the roshaniyya (the 

illuminated ones), popular among the 

afghan communities of the northwestern 

regions of the mughal empire in present-

day pakistan and afghanistan. By telling a 

history of the practice of revelation amid 

the highlands between peshawar, kanigu-

ram, and kabul, this project rejects the 

over-reliance upon tribe and ethnicity as 

explanatory categories that isolate the 

roshaniyya movement. this project traces 

rival ideologies of language and tempo-

rality, demonstrating the significance of 

these contests in the emergence of new 

imaginings of afghan identity and the role 

of pashto. the analysis of the roshaniyya 

evokes larger patterns of the inherent 

diversity in pre-modern muslim engage-

ments with the Qur’an, revelation, saint-

hood, and conditions of belonging.

AIPS Institutional 
Member News
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University of Michigan

Teach-in: Disappeared Activists in Pakistan 

– By Salman A. Hussain

on January 16, 2017, south asia solidarity 

in michigan (sasmi), a network of gradu-

ate students at the university of michigan, 

and the center for south asian studies 

hosted a teach-in on the disappearances of 

activists and bloggers in pakistan. Between 

January 4-7, 2017, four pakistani blog-

gers and an activist went missing: salman 

Haider (poet, actor, playwright, writer, and 

a lecturer at the fatimah Jinnah univer-

sity in rawalpindi); ahmed waqas Goraya 

(medical anthropologist); aasim saeed (it 

specialist); ahmed naseer raza (shopkeep-

er); and samar abbas (rights activist, and 

president of civil progressive alliance paki-

stan). Haider, Goraya, saeed, and raza had 

each been involved in online activity. at the 

time of the teach-in, all were unaccounted 

for, however all were returned to their 

homes one month after their abduction.

the teach-in began with salman a. 

Hussain (anthropology and History) 

providing an overview of the specific 

cases of the five disappeared activists 

and bloggers, and a brief history of the 

blasphemy law that was mobilized in the 

pakistani media to malign these activ-

ists after their disappearance. farina mir 

(History) described the vibrant culture of 

dissent in urban pakistan, the particulari-

ties of the spaces of dissent, and how the 

crackdown on web activism in urban areas 

presented a troubling new development in 

the history of state-civil society relations 

in pakistan. Zehra Hashmi (anthropology 

and History) discussed what the impli-

cations of the disappearances and the 

securitization of cyber-spaces for intellec-

tual and political freedom in pakistan and 

elsewhere. the discussion that followed 

these three presentations was enriched 

by Bruno renero’s (anthropology and 

History) comments on enforced disap-

pearances in latin america. the teach-in 

addressed the specificity of enforced 

disappearances and the victimization of 

political activists in pakistan, while also 
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placing these issues in a global context of 

the increasing repression of dissent. 

CSAS International Student Programs 

-by Janelle Fosler

in 2016, the center for south asian studies 

(csas) signed agreements with Habib 

university (karachi) and the indian insti-

tutes of science education and research 

(iiser) (pune), providing an opportunity 

for their students to study and/or do re-

search at the university of michigan. Both 

student programs ran for the first time in 

spring/summer 2017. 

in late may, csas welcomed six 

undergraduate students from iiser to 

ann arbor and sent three university of 

michigan students to iiser’s pune campus 

under the auspices of the michigan-iiser 

science exchange program. iiser stu-

dents were placed in research labs to work 

alongside university of michigan students 

and faculty for approximately 10 weeks. 

preliminary feedback from both students 

and faculty has been very positive, and 

we will hope to have as many as 10 iiser 

students to the university of michigan in 

2018. we were pleased that three universi-

ty of michigan students were able to avail 

of a reciprocal opportunity to study with 

faculty at iiser. we hope to see more uni-

versity of michigan students take advan-

tage of this opportunity to study science 

in an international context and work with 

iiser’s renowned faculty in the future.

Johns Hopkins University 

Johns Hopkins university is pleased to join aips as an institutional member. the 

university has a robust program of teaching and research related to pakistan, car-

ried out by over a dozen faculty members and affiliates at the paul H. nitze school 

of advanced international studies (sais) and in the anthropology and sociology 

departments of the krieger school of arts and sciences. the university has a long 

history of engagement with pakistan and looks forward to contributing to the mis-

sion of aips and advancing scholarly ties between the two countries.

Johns Hopkins sais has established two unique partnerships with pakistani 

institutions. it has an mou with pakistan’s national defence university in islam-

abad, which has facilitated exchanges of students and scholars. and, it recently 

established a long-term relationship with the lahore university of management sci-

ences (lums), under which Johns Hopkins and lums will collaborate to organize 

conferences on a wide range of issues and facilitate student and faculty exchanges. 

the first joint conference, pakistan Beyond seventy: the long View, was held april 

16-17, 2018 in washington, dc.

Johns Hopkins’ institutional representative to aips is dr. Joshua white, asso-

ciate professor of the practice of south asia studies. He is a longtime individual 

member of aips, and his academic work on pakistan focuses on islamic politics, 

governance, and security issues.

Johns Hopkins sais is planning a conference in april in dc jointly with lums.  

seven decades after independence, pakistan remains deeply marked by its internal 

contradictions and contested regional relationships, yet it has shown a surprising 

social and political resilience that has belied the bleak forecasts of many of its crit-

ics. Building on the retrospective events that marked pakistan’s seventieth year, this 

conference—jointly organized by the Johns Hopkins school of advanced interna-

tional studies (sais) and the lahore university of management sciences (lums)—

brings together leading scholars and policy experts for a clear-eyed exploration 

of the dynamics that are likely to shape pakistan’s political stability, its economic 

health, its place in the wider eurasian political economy, and its relationship with 

the united states and its neighbors over the coming decades. n

New AIPS INStItUtIoNAl MeMBerS
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the agreement with Habib university, 

a newly established private liberal arts 

university, allows select students to enroll 

in summer semester courses at the univer-

sity of michigan’s ann arbor campus. in 

summer 2017, four Habib students joined 

us on campus: infer khalid Baig, maisam 

Hyder ali, safian Haq, and fatima Hamdini. 

when asked about her experience, 

infer Baig shared: “the michigan summer 

term 2017 has been by far the greatest 

growing experience of my life. Here at 

the university of michigan, i am taking 

inspiring courses on ‘anthropology of the 

senses’ and ‘Gender in the middle east,’ 

which are very relevant to my academic 

interests. But i am also learning so much 

about myself. travelling on my own for the 

first time, experiencing life in a different 

country, and meeting some of the kindest 

and most compassionate people in ann 

arbor have been truly remarkable. i know 

that when i go back home, i will be carry-

ing with me some of the most wonderful 

memories, friendships, connections, and 

wisdom that life has to offer.” 

Both of these programs were made 

possible with the cooperation and support 

of the office of the dean, lsa, and the 

office of the Vice-provost for Global en-

gagement and interdisciplinary affairs. 

University of Wisconsin-Madison 

in november 2017, the university of 

wisconsin-madison hosted approximately 

160 fulbright scholars from pakistan for 

a three-day orientation focused on social 

movements in the us.

the institute of international education’s 

(iie) fulbright pakistan orientation seminar 

brought together the pakistani master’s and 

ph.d. students, who are currently study-

ing at universities across the us as part of 

a two-year program supported by the us 

department of state. the seminar brought 

in various state and governmental special-

ists, including rita akhtar, executive direc-

tor of the us educational foundation in 

pakistan, deputy assistant secretary daniel 

n. rosenblum, press & public diplomacy 

and regional affairs, Bureau for south 

and central asian affairs, consul General 

faisal tirmizi from the pakistan consulate in 

chicago. this three-day orientation included 

panels and talks ranging from leadership 

workshops, civil rights in the us, disability 

rights and justice, tools for academic suc-

cess, and global perspectives on the us 

political movements in 2017.

“uw-madison is an ideal location for 

this seminar to take place,” said lalita du 

perron, associate director of the center 

for south asia and director and organizer 

of the seminar. “we have over 50 years 

of experience teaching and researching 

the languages and cultures of south asia, 

including pakistan, and our campus is 

invested in creating a truly inclusive atmo-

sphere and climate for students.”

the seminar included a keynote address 

on marriage equality by professor emeritus 

Joe elder, lectures and interactive work-

shops led by the university of wisconsin-

madison professors and local entrepreneurs 

and offered multiple opportunities for peer 

student interaction. Graduate students from 

the department of counseling psychology, 

under the guidance of professor stephen 

Quintana, facilitated small-group sessions 

with the fulbright scholars to reflect on life 

in the us.

“Being selected by the iie to host this 

seminar is a great honor”, said Guido 

podestá, Vice provost and dean of the 

international division. “this is an opportu-

nity not only to share information on social 

movements in the us, but also to engage in 

a dialogue on cultural and ethical issues on 

a global scale.”

the center for south asia, a title Vi 

national resource center, is a member of 

the institute for regional and international 

studies (iris). iris is a part of the university 

of wisconsin-madison’s international divi-

sion and comprises the area studies centers 

at the university. n

(l-r) Haibib students at the University of 
Michigan Fatima Hamdini, Infer Khalid 
Baig, Safian Haq, and Maisam Hyder Ali.

Fulbright Pakistan orientation at the University of wisconsin-Madison with its mascot, 
Bucky Badger.

AIPS Institutional 
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N.A. Baloch 
Memorial Lecture
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Matthew A. Cook and Professor Shafi Muhammad Barfat, 
vice Chancellor of the University of Sindh.

t
he endowment fund trust for the preservation of the 

Heritage of sindh invited matthew a. cook to give the n.a. 

Baloch Birth centenary memorial lecture. sindh madressatul 

islam university and the university of sindh, Jamshoro hosted the 

two-part lecture. 

cook presented the lecture’s first part at the university of 

sindh, Jamshoro on december 9, 2017. titled “writing and reci-

procity: standardizing the sindhi language in colonial south 

asia,” it addressed questions about how language under-wrote 

colonial dominance in the sindh region of south asia. it employed 

anthropological ideas about reciprocity to historically analyze 

the sindhi writing system as a colonial “gift.” it argued that this 

gift created a more singular sindhi language community that, 

by means of state power, uprooted and broke down pre-colonial 

forms of cultural life. it also argued that colonialism’s shaping of 

this language community was a precondition for the emergence 

of an indigenous national identity in sindh. 

the second part of the lecture was on december 10, 2017, at 

sindh madressatul islam university in karachi. titled “selecting a 

script: George stack, richard Burton, and the sindhi language,” it 

examined the debate and ramifications of the 1856 British declara-

tion that an arabic-style script would be the writing system for the 

sindhi language. it combined anthropology, history, and linguistics 

to pose answers to the questions: How did the British change the 

sindhi writing system, and what role did regional identities and 

indigenous groups play in these changes? How did these changes’ 

history further a more general and comparative understanding of 

the relationship between script politics and colonial governance?  n 
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2016-17 AIPS Book Prize Award
aips is pleased to announce its 2016-17 Book award prize winner: 

dr. sadia saeed, author of Politics of Desecularization: Law and 

the Minority Question in Pakistan. 

the committee chose the book because of its relevance to 

pakistan studies, as well as because of its theoretical sophistica-

tion and depth of argument. the author tackles tough questions, 

such as why government 

officials in muslim majority 

countries adopt policies that 

are explicitly religious and how 

such policies are then encoded 

explicitly into laws. using 

pakistan as her case study, she 

charts the changes in pakistani 

law related to the minority 

ahmadiyya community, which 

then allows her to create a 

conceptual framework for 

understanding the competitive 

dynamics of secularism versus 

religionism. Her framework 

allows her to conclude that 

desecularization is essentially a modern phenomenon that can 

only be understood through the lens of nation-state formation 

and political majoritarianism.

more information on all aips Book award winners can be 

found on the aips website: http://www.pakistanstudies-aips.org/

content/book-prize-awardees. n

the author tackles 
tough questions, 
such as why govern-
ment officials in 
Muslim majority 
countries adopt 
policies that are 
explicitly religious 
and how such poli-
cies are then encoded 
explicitly into laws. 

AIPS 2017–18 eleCtIoN reSUltS

executive Committee   the term of president expired on sept 30, 2017. an election for this position was 

conducted in the late spring, and the seat was successfully filled for a term beginning october 1, 2017. aips 

congratulates Farhat Haq, who was elected to serve a 3-year term as president, beginning in october, 2017 

and ending in september, 2020. due to the election of farhat Haq as president, the last year of the term as the 

treasurer needed to be filled as of october 1, 2017. elections for this position were conducted over the summer, 

and the seat was successfully filled for a term beginning october 1, 2017. aips is pleased to have Iftikhar Dadi 

elected to complete the current term as treasurer, which ends on september 30, 2018. 

At-large trustees   on october 4, 2017, a nomination committee was formed who were 

charged with forming a new slate of candidates to fill the six at-large trustee seats to serve 3-year 

terms beginning on January 1, 2018. aips is pleased to announce the election of the following six 

at-large trustees: Amber Abbas, William Glover, Walter Hakala, Faris Ahmed Khan, Elizabeth 

Lhost, and Carla Petievich. thank you to all of the candidates who stood for election!
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Funding opportunities for 
AIPS Member Institutions:
the aips grants below are open to faculty 

from any aips member institution. a schol-

arly committee reviews all applications. 

please watch for updates and application 

instructions in the aips announcements or 

contact aips for more information! fund-

ing for these grants comes from the us 

embassy, caorc, and/or aips’ unrestrict-

ed funds.

1) Publication and Library Development 

small grants ($1,000-$5,000) are available 

for publication and library development 

projects. these small grants are intended 

to be seed money for larger programs that 

will be made accessible to pakistan stud-

ies scholars.

2) Course Development Grant

course development seed money ($4,000-

$6,000) for a south asia/pakistan course, 

working in collaboration with a minority-

serving institution. these funds are meant 

to support the stipend for a graduate 

student who could teach such a course. 

 

3) Program Support for a Workshop/

Conference on Pakistan in the US 

aips has funds to support a pakistan-

related conference ($4,000) that will take 

place in the us. these funds may be used 

to support airfare and other direct confer-

ence expenses.

 

4) Conference on Pakistan in the 

US in collaboration with an MSI or 

Community College

aips provides small grants ($4,500) to 

support a collaborative conference on 

pakistan in the us with an msi or commu-

nity college. the budget can fund travel or 

can be used to assist an msi in organizing a 

conference/workshop. this workshop must 

be collaborative with (or an application 

from) an msi or community college. 

5) Pakistan Lecture Series

the pakistan lecture series is a grant pro-

gram ($1,000-$5,000) designed to support 

academic exchange between pakistani and 

us scholars and to promote the field of 

pakistan studies as a whole. as a part of 

this program, a pakistani scholar, artist, 

musician, etc., is invited to travel to the 

usa for two to four weeks and present lec-

tures at a minimum of three us aips mem-

ber institutions. aips members or member 

institutions must nominate pls speakers. 

this grant pays airfare and a stipend to the 

speaker, but each institution is expected to 

pay local travel expenses.

6) Conference in Pakistan in 

collaboration with a Public University

aips provides small grants ($5,000) to (co)

sponsor a collaborative workshop with a 

public university in pakistan around the 

theme of deepening democratic values 

and emphasizing diversity, tolerance, and 

co-existence. this grant can fund travel for 

us-based scholars or can be used to assist a 

university in organizing a conference/work-

shop. this workshop must be collaborative 

with a local academic institution in pakistan.

7) Conference in Pakistan in collaboration 

with a Minority Serving Institution (MSI)

aips currently has seed money ($6,000) 

to organize workshops or conferences at 

a pakistani university. a requirement of 

this award is that you invite or collaborate 

with at least one individual working at a 

minority-serving institution or community 

college located in the united states. n
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shops and mentoring of junior pakistani 

faculty by us scholars. in september 2017 

aips sponsored workshops in karachi and 

lahore for public and private university li-

brarians with the training needed to move 

their records from card catalogs to online 

databases and to do so in a way that is 

consistent with global standards estab-

lished by the library of congress and the 

world library community. 

we also hosted a research methodol-

ogy workshop in which most of the par-

ticipants were junior women scholars, and 

we brought nineteen scholars from paki-

stan to the united states to work on their 

research projects. our work of enhancing 

the capacity of pakistani faculty contin-

ues with a series of workshops scheduled 

for next year. as i write this letter, we are 

in the midst of hosting three workshops 

organized by iftikhar dadi in conjunction 

with lahore Biennale on curating, art 

criticism and climate Justice and critical 

aesthetic practice. 

aips has evolved significantly since 

the days when our primary purpose was to 

disburse fellowships for american scholars 

conducting research in pakistan. Giving 

fellowships remains an integral aspect of 

aips work, but we are now playing a cen-

tral role in supporting emerging scholars 

from us and pakistan, providing forums 

for setting agenda for future research, 

enabling scholars to present their research 

at conferences, building relationships 

with institutions of higher education in 

pakistan, and making significant contri-

butions towards faculty development in 

pakistan. our two directors in madison and 

islamabad, laura Hammond and nadeem 

akbar, are essential to the strength and 

professionalism of our organization and i 

am deeply grateful for their contributions. 

i look forward to working with the ec, 

the Bot and our excellent administrative 

staff in madison, islamabad and lahore 

and friends of aips to continue the superb 

work of this organization.

farhat Haq, aips president
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Call for Applications
Training & Exchange-Junior Faculty in Pakistan Project

aips is accepting applications for an exchange program between 

us and pakistani scholars! aips will collaborate with institutions, 

such as the inter university consortium for the promotion of 

social sciences arts and Humanities (iucpss) and the punjab 

Higher education commission (pHec), in pakistan for the place-

ment of us scholars.

please be creative when thinking about how to apply for this grant. 

aips will welcome collaborative applications from faculty members 

coming from multiple institutions in the us and will also consider 

applications for a cohort of pakistani junior faculty members com-

ing to the us to attend a “summer institute” style program of 2-6 

weeks). cross-disciplinary programs are also welcome!

the following exchange programs will be considered:

n  US scholar placement in Pakistan 

•AIPS will work with in-country partners to place each US  

scholar in a pakistani institution.

n  Pakistani junior scholar placement in the US 

•Junior Faculty from Pakistan will come from public universities, 

especially those institutions that are currently partnering with 

aips. 

Conditions for US scholar placement   
in Pakistan (cohorts may apply)
n  3-5 weeks duration 

n  Mentor 8-10 junior faculty in residence at a Pakistani academic 

institution for 2-4 weeks (institutions must be in either Islamabad 

or Lahore).

• Mentoring accomplished through a three-week seminar  

with at least 2 classes of 2-3 hours each week

n  Co-lead, with other US scholars (on this exchange program),   

a one-week workshop in Pakistan (~25 attendees) 

• Theme for the workshop will be determined by AIPS  

and the in-country scholars

• Attendees for this workshop will come from regional 

universities in pakistan with half of the workshop attendees 

expected to be female scholars

• Use AIPS-designated portal (Google Classroom) to deliver 

and receive workshop materials

• Within three months after the workshop in Pakistan,  

lead a follow-up webinar (using Goto meeting) for  

workshop attendees 

n  Benefits of the award

• AIPS will pay airfare, per diem, accommodations,   

in-country travel

• $1,000 honorarium for the US scholar

Pakistani junior scholar placement in   
the US (can work with a cohort as well):
n  Placed at a US academic institution for a minimum of 6 weeks 

(preference given to AIPS institutional members, but all complete 

applications will be accepted and reviewed)

n  Each placement must have one or more of the

components below:

• Exposure to research opportunities and teaching pedagogies 

through a program of mentorship

• Mentorship to complete a draft publication

• Participation in workshops, seminars, and lectures

• Development of course/syllabi 

• Completion of research proposal

n   Institutions should be able to process J-1 paperwork and/or be 

able to partner with an institution that can process this paperwork. 

n  Benefits of the award

• AIPS will pay for the airfare, per diem, health insurance, 

accommodations, and in-country travel for the pakistani 

junior faculty

• $1,000 honorarium for the US mentor

• Each institution will receive a $1,500 bench fee

we are accepting applications for place-
ments of US and/or Pakistani scholars 
through Spring of 2019. Applications will be 
accepted until the funds are expended.

eligibility:
n  Faculty from an academic institution in the US are welcome to 

apply, with preference to faculty from AIPS institutions 

n All in-country placements must be continuous

Contact AIPS for application information  
or look for this call in the next AIPS member  
announcement!
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AIPS BoArD oF trUSteeS

Institution Board Trustee

aips president (monmouth college) farhat Haq

arizona state university Yasmin saikia

Boston architectural college eleni Glekas

Boston university frank korom

Brown university Vazira Zamindar

clemson university mashal saif

columbia university manan ahmed

cornell university iftikhar dadi

florida international university iqbal akhtar

Harvard university richard H. meadow

Johns Hopkins university Joshua t. white

massachusetts institute of technology sharon smith

michigan state university cara cilano

north carolina central university matthew a. cook

north carolina state university david Gilmartin

princeton university david magier

sarah lawrence college shahnaz rouse

stanford university thomas Blom Hansen

stockton university robert nichols

syracuse university carol Babiracki

tufts university ayesha Jalal

university of arkansas at fayetteville Joel Gordon

university of california-Berkeley munis faruqui

university of california-los angeles akhil Gupta

university of chicago elena Bashir

university of illinois at urbana-champaign rini mehta

university of michigan, ann arbor farina mir

university of north carolina at chapel Hill iqbal singh sevea

university of north carolina at wilmington caroline clements

university of oregon anita weiss

university of pennsylvania Brian spooner

university of texas at austin paula newberg

university of Virginia richard Barnett

university of washington cabeiri deBergh robinson

university of wisconsin-madison J. mark kenoyer

wake forest university charles kennedy

wellesley college christopher candland

Yale university Harry Blair 

individual member trustee amber abbas

individual member trustee carla petievich

individual member trustee dean accardi

individual member trustee elizabeth lhost

individual member trustee faris a. khan

individual member trustee Jennifer campbell

individual member trustee mubbashir rizvi

individual member trustee walter Hakala

individual member trustee william Glover

AIPS exeCUtIve CoMMIttee

Farhat Haq (President)

monmouth college

Matthew A. Cook (Vice President)

north carolina central university

Iftikhar Dadi (Treasurer)

cornell university

Cabeiri deBergh Robinson (Secretary)

university of washington-seattle

Frank Korom 

Boston university

Shahnaz Rouse

sarah lawrence college

Yasmin Saikia 

arizona state university 

Iqbal Singh Sevea

university of north carolina at chapel Hill

AIPS MISSIoN StAteMeNt

the american 

institute of paki-

stan studies (aips), 

established in 1973, 

is a bi-national non-

profit, tax-exempt, 

non-partisan research 

and education 

organization and 

a member of the 

council of american 

overseas research centers (caorc). its 

mission is to encourage and support research 

on issues relevant to pakistan and the 

promotion of scholarly exchange between 

the united states and pakistan. to fulfill this 

mission, aips provides research fellowships 

and grants to scholars, facilitates faculty 

exchanges, trainings and mentorships, 

administers lectureships, sponsors academic 

workshops and conferences, and co-spon-

sors a language program in pakistan. 
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